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XXX. THE TRUMPET AND THE TIMPANI 

After an introduction to the natural tone series on brass instruments in general, this chapter 

deals with the trumpet and the timpani, and also with a variant of the trumpet that Bach pre-

scribed several times: the tromba da tirarsi, or the slide trumpet. 

We will examine how contemporaries wrote about these instruments, who played them in 

Bach's churches, which types of instruments Bach prescribed, and how they were used in his 

music. In a third section these questions will be answered for the timpani. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Willem van Mieris, The Trumpet Player, 1700, Gemäldegalerie Dresden.  
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Introduction 

The functioning of brass instruments 
In their simplest form, brass wind instruments consist of a long tube with a mouthpiece and 

a widely flared bell (Fig. 2). 

 

 
Fig. 2. Straight trumpet, Germany, first half of the 19th century. 

Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nürnberg, Inv. No. MI 200. 

 

The tone is created by blowing air into the instrument, with the lips vibrating against the 

mouthpiece. Inside the tube, over the entire length of the tube, the air forms a so-called 

standing sound wave, which is experienced as a tone. The lowest tone that can be produced 

in this way is called the ’root’ or the first natural tone. By tightening the lips a little more, in-

tensifying the support of breath and adjusting the position of the tongue, the air in the tube is 

divided into two equally long standing waves, and the ‘second natural tone is heard which is 

an octave higher. Halfway down the pipe a node is formed at the boundary of both standing 

waves. Blowing even more fiercely results in three standing waves; the tone is a fifth above 

the second natural tone. The fourth natural tone sounds an octave above the second natural 

tone. In this way, natural tones can be generated which are closer and closer to each other. A 

schematic representation of standing waves is shown in Fig. 3, and the first 18 natural tones 

on a trumpet with C as the fundamental (first natural tone) are shown in Table 1.  

 
Fig. 3. Standing waves. Source: https://nl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harmonische_boventoonreeks. 
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Table 1. The first eighteen natural tones, starting from C as the fundamental. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 * 8 9 10 11 * 12 13 *      14 * 15 16 17 18 

C c g c1 e1 g1 b
1- c2 d2 e2 f2+ g2 a2- b

2- b2 c3 c3 d3 

1rst  2nd  3rd  4th  5th octave 

 

The 7th and 14th natural tones are slightly lower than b, the 11th natural tone is between f and 

f, and the 13th tone is between a and a. So in the fourth octave (from c2 onwards) there are 

no c and e available, while the f/f, a/a and b  are impure (i.e. different from other instru-

ments). A solution had to be found for these problems. This was done on various brass in-

struments in different ways. For the trumpet it is discussed in this chapter. 

 

1. What is known about the construction, characteristics, players and 

use of the trumpet in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig? 

Trumpet players in the 17e and 18e century. 

Trumpets and timpani were very loud instruments, and as such were often associated with 

cavalry actions. The accompanying music had a ceremonial function, and consisted of intra-

das, fanfares, marches and military signals, suitable for performance in the open air. This 

was the music of rulers: princes and monarchs, and secondarily, cities. They wanted to re-

serve this music exclusively for their own status, and promoted it by employing special mu-

sicians who were given the privilege of playing the trumpet and timpani, a right denied to 

others. In 1623, the German Emperor established an imperial guild of trumpeters; the privi-

leges of its members were recognised by, for example, the Saxon Electors. Violation of the 

ban on playing the trumpet by non-members could be severely punished. The privileges con-

tinued throughout the eighteenth century. 1 

An extension of a privilege regulation in 1653 allowed towns to have trumpet music 

played by students or trumpeters employed by the municipality on festive occasions. These 

included tower guards (Türmer), who regularly played fanfares and chorale melodies from 

the city towers, and ensembles consisting of trumpeters and a timpanist (Stadtpfeiffer), who 

adorned ceremonies organised by the city with their music. The Stadtpfeiffer from various 

German towns, including Leipzig, had their interests defined in their own guild with their 

own regulations in the same year, 1653. 2 However, their rights were not always recognised 

by the members of the imperial guild. 3 According to the guild rules, aspiring trumpeters 

were only allowed to learn the trade by being apprenticed to a member of the guild. 

In the course of the seventeenth century, these 'city wind instrument players' were 

used for the first time in city churches, especially on feast days, to play art music in honour 

of God together with other instrumentalists and vocalists. They were often able to play a va-

riety of musical instruments, especially wind instruments, and had a higher status than the 

other instrumentalists. The sound of trumpets and timpani evoked associations with power, 

battle and ceremonies. This made these instruments ideally suited for use in church music, in 

                                                      
1 Detlef Altenburg, Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der Trompete im Zeitalter der Clarinblaskunst (1500-

1800), Regensburg 1973, p. 38ff.; Edward Tarr, Die Trompete, Bern and Stuttgart 1977, p. 63ff.; Ulrich 

Prinz, Johann Sebastian Bachs Instrumentarium, Kassel 2005, p. 26. 
2 D. Altenburg 1973, p. 142ff.; Philipp Spitta, Johann Sebastian Bach, Erster Band, Leipzig 1873, p. 139ff. 
3 Christian Ahrens, 'Trompete', MGG Sachteil 9, Kassel 1998, p. 889; Prinz 2005, p. 27. 
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which God's omnipotence was lauded, or in which a battle was depicted, but also in ceremo-

nies. 

The trumpet in Germany in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
Trumpets in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were invariably in Chorton. For a 

trumpet in C (Kammerton D) in Leipzig and Dresden a length of ca. 224 cm was needed. Some 

trumpets (e.g. fig. 2) had a total length of half of that and thus sounded an octave higher.4 In 

order to make trumpets in C manageable, it was necessary to ‘fold’ the tube. The most im-

portant trumpet types were: 5 

 

 The ‘long trumpet’ (Langtrompete). It consisted of three parallel cylindrical tubes, the 

first two of which had a diameter of about 10 mm. The tubes (yards) and two connect-

ing bows (Krumm-Bogen) were connected to each other by means of ferrules (short 

pieces of slightly wider tube). The first yard was fitted with a mouthpiece, the third 

with a bell. The first and third yards were tied together with a wood block, which 

was held in place with a wound cord. To the third yard (the bell pipe or Hauptstück) 

was attached the flaring bell; at the end of the bell its diameter was about 10 cm. Ap-

proximately in the middle of the third tube a metal ball was usually attached, whose 

function is not known for certain. A In the eighteenth century the ferrules, the ball and 

the bell were often decorated (Fig. 4). The vast majority of surviving trumpets from 

the seventeenth and first half of the eighteenth century were such long trumpets. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Long trumpet, Johann Wilhelm Haas, Nürnberg, 1670 - 1723. 

Scenkonst Museet Stockholm, no. M121. 

 

 The circularly wound ‘hunting trumpet’ (tromba da caccia, Jägertrompete, Italienische 

Trompete). Due to its folded structure, this trumpet was easier to handle, e.g. when 

hunting. According to Michael Praetorius, this was at the expense of resonance. B On 

this instrument, the pitch of 'impure' tones could be corrected with the hand in the 

cup, as was later customary with the horn, 6 but it is uncertain  whether this was actu-

ally applied. The total length, despite the large number of windings (usually about 

4½) remained somewhat smaller than in most long trumpets, with the result that they 

had a slightly higher root. Such instruments are mostly depicted by painters from the 

Netherlands. However, very few examples of these hunting trumpets from before 

                                                      
4 This also applies to the trumpets that have been equipped with valves since the nineteenth century. 
5 Prinz 2005, p. 29. 
6 Don L. Smithers, The Music and History of the Baroque Trumpet before 1721, London 1973, p. 31. 
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1750 have been preserved. One of them however - lost in the Second World War - 

comes precisely from Leipzig (Fig. 5).  

 

 
Fig. 5. Heinrich Pfeiffer, Jägertrompete, Leipzig 1697. 

Grassi Museum, Leipzig, no. 1819 (lost in World War II). 

 

Moreover, Bach's most virtuoso trumpeter, Gottfried Reiche, is depicted with such an 

instrument in a painting from 1726 (fig. 6). This means that the Jägertrompete must 

have been known to Bach in any case.  
 

 

 
Fig. 6. Elias Gottlieb Hausmann, portrait of Senior Stadtmusicus Gottfried Reiche, 1726. 

Stadtgeschichtliches Museum, Leipzig. 

 

It is often not clear beforehand whether such instruments are trumpets or horns; the 

distinction between the two types of instruments is not always clear, and moreover 

rather arbitrary. Trumpets had predominantly cylindrical tubes, horns more conical 

ones. In our time, agreements have been made about how conical the tubes should be 

in order to decide to call an instrument a horn, 7 but these instruments could often be 

played with both a trumpet and a horn mouthpiece, which resulted in a great differ-

ence in sound character. The depicted copy of Reiche would be a trumpet according 

                                                      
7 Rainer Egger, Letter to the Editor, Historical Brass Society Journal 11, 1999, p. 209ff. 
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to the usual agreements, due to the mouthpiece. 8 In his Salve ortis orientis, one of 

Bach's predecessors, Johann Schelle, wrote for a Clarino piccolo; it is noted that this 

was a 'small Italian trumpet' that sounded one tone higher. C,9 This also shows that 

this instrument was already present in Leipzig before 1701, and that it differed from 

the normal trumpet. Detlef Altenburg suggests that one reason for using these instru-

ments might have been that they were not subject to the legal restrictions on playing 

trumpets outside the court. 10 

 The slide trumpet (Zugtrompete, Tromba da tirarsi). This instrument is discussed sepa-

rately in § 2. 
 

The root tone could be lowered by mounting crooks (Aufsatzbogen) behind the mouthpiece, 11 

as was common with horns; a small crook is visible in the picture of Reiches Jägertrompete 

(Fig. 6). In this way a trumpet in C Chorton (D Kammerton) could for example be changed into 

a trumpet in B Chorton (C Kammerton). The root tone could also be (slightly) adjusted with 

tuning bits: small pieces of slightly wider tube. Praetorius mentioned for this process the re-

placement of the front bow. 12 When in this chapter the lowering of the root tone is men-

tioned, from here on only the use of a bow will be mentioned for reasons of simplicity. 

In Bach's time, only natural tones could be achieved on long and Jäger trumpets; these 

are known as natural trumpets. The third octave, consisting of the fourth to eighth natural 

tone, was the domain of the Prinzipal trumpeter. Much higher demands were placed on the 

Clarin(o)-players, who played the tones in the fourth octave, i.e. from the eighth natural tone. 

A pure b in this octave was achieved by (as far as desired) 'driving' (the 7th and) 14th natural 

tone upwards slightly by adjusting the lip tension (the embouchure), a pure f and g by lower-

ing the 11th and 13th natural tone, and a pure f and a by driving these natural tones upwards. 
D Good clarino players could lower tones by a semitone (heruntertreiben), so that for example 

the c2, e2 and b1 could be realised, starting from the d2, e2 and c2; driving up a semitone was 

not common. These techniques were only possible by keeping the pressure of the blown-in 

air low while maintaining sufficient breath support. 13 Very good players could even lower 

notes by a whole tone, so that for example the f1 could be played from the g1, but only when 

                                                      
8 Ibid.; Reine Dahlqvist, 'Gottfried Reiche's Instrument: a problem of classification', in Historic Brass 

Society Journal vol. 5, 1993, p. 174ff, on p. 185. 
9 That the engraving printed in 1710 as frontispiece of the Unfehlbare Engel-Freude (see fig. 2 in Chapter 

VI) concerns a performance in Leipzig conducted by Johann Kuhnau seems highly improbable. The 

depicted organ and Music-Chor do not match those in the Thomas- or Nikolaikirche (Chapters II, III and 

VIII). Moreover, it is by no means certain that the strange folded instrument is a Jägertrompete. There-

fore this print can hardly serve as an indication that a Jägertrompete was already in use in the two main 

churches in Leipzig in 1710. 
10 D. Altenburg 1973, p. 283. 
11 Dieter Krickeberg and Wolfgang Rauch, Katalog der Blechblasinstrumente, Musikinstrumentenmu-

seum Berlin 1976, p. 121; Philip Bate, The Trumpet and Trombone, London/New York 1966, p. 73, 107. 
12 Michael Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum II, Wolffenbüttel 1619 (Praetorius 1619 II), p. 33. 
13 Tarr 1977, p. 60. Tarr also describes the technique of lowering a tone: the shape of the lips and the 

oral cavity play a role in this. 
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the player had enough time to realise these notes; in virtuoso music this was not possible. In-

cidentally, most 'false' tones sounded less false when played together with a keyboard in-

strument in meantone tuning. 14 

The knowledge of this method of intonation was lost after the eighteenth century. Af-

ter the instruments were equipped with valves at the beginning of the nineteenth century, it 

was no longer necessary to use the 'false' seventh, eleventh, thirteenth and fourteenth natural 

tones.  

German tracts from the first half of the eighteenth century 
Daniel Speer (1697) clarified the descriptions of Praetorius (1619), 15 and presumed a seven-

voiced trumpet choir, in which four players played (almost) only the four lowest notes play-

able on the trumpet in C. E The fifth trumpet player (the Principal) played alternating notes in 

the third octave (c1, e1, g1, c2), the second clarino player the playable notes from g1 to g2, and 

the first clarino player all playable notes in the fourth octave (Fig. 7). It is remarkable that the 

Principal player never had to play the seventh natural tone (the too low b
1) according to 

Speer. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Daniel Speer, example of an 'Aufzug' with six trumpets in C. 

 

Learning to play the trumpet was not for amateurs, because it required a lot of strength and 

stamina, Speer said. One could support the breath by wearing a leather belt. When learning 

to play the trumpet, the Ansatz was most important: the position of the lips on the mouth-

piece and the space between the lips that regulated the passage of air and gave the tongue 

                                                      
14 Ibid., p. 59; Altenburg 1795, p. 74f. There are indications that the small deviations in the construction 

of the old hand-made natural trumpets meant that corrections to 'false' notes were easier. Robert Bar-

clay, The Art of the Trumpet-Maker, Oxford, 1992, p. 172ff.  
15 Michael Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum III, Wolffenbüttel 1619 (Praetorius 1619 III), p. 170-172. 
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enough room for articulation. Furthermore, the cheeks were not to be bulging (to prevent the 

tone from being too loud). The ‘faithful trumpeter’ (getreue Trompeter) could teach his pupils 

this by giving them ear flaps if necessary, according to Speer. A trumpet player had to have 

sufficient physical strength, stamina in breathing and a quick and flexible tongue; he had to 

practise regularly with great diligence. One could make the tone more subtle by putting a 

Sertin (a sourdine) in the bell pipe; however, this raised the pitch by about a semitone (ac-

cording to Johann Mattheson even a whole tone; see below). This could then be corrected by 

using a different crook or bow. Speer advised composers not to write their music too high 

and too fast; the trumpeters had to be able to breathe regularly.  

In 1713, Johann Mattheson called the trumpet the loudest and farthest-ringing instru-

ment, which is why it was used so frequently in the fields, at ceremonies and in churches. F 

However, it could also be played so softly that it could sound good together with a recorder. 
16 According to Mattheson, great trumpet players could even play the f3 and elicit some chro-

matic tones from the instrument with difficulty. He gave more information about Speer's Ser-

tin: it was a Sordino: a small hollowed-out piece of wood that was inserted into the lower part 

of the bell. He called the resulting effect (confusingly) clarino, although that name was also 

given to the trumpet itself. Mattheson indicated that the pitch could be lowered by half a 

tone with another (longer) mouthpiece; he did not mention another crook, tuning bit or bow. 

Joseph Friedrich Bernhard Caspar Majer (1732), as usual, quoted Mattheson extensively, add-

ing only few remarks of his own; these are included in the quotation. G He stated that the f2 

sounded purer than the f2, and discussed the effects of mouthpieces, crooks and bows. With 

these, the pitch could be adjusted downwards by up to a tone and a half, according to Majer. 

Johann Philipp Eisel (1738) repeated as always much of what Speer and Mattheson wrote, 

but with more verbiage. The quotation in the endnote again only includes the additional in-

formation. Eisel even mentioned the c4 as the highest tone, but this would not sound good. 

The standard clef for the trumpet was the violin key, but other keys were also used. The low 

C sounded so difficult that it was better played on a tenor trombone. H Finally, 'Barnickel' 

(1737) only quoted in the Stößel brothers' lexicon previous authors literally. 17 

Trills on the natural trumpet 
Assuming that the interval between the two tones of a trill can only be a semitone or a whole 

tone, the available natural tones limit the possibilities. Trills with a whole tone interval be-

tween two consecutive natural tones are possible only on c2 (natural tones no. 8/9), d2 (9/10), 

e2 (10/11), f2 (11/12), and g2 (12/13), bearing in mind that the 11th and 13th natural tones are im-

pure. With a semitone distance the possibilities are f2 (11/12), a2 (13/14), b
2 (14/15) and b2 

(15/16), whereby the 11th, 13th and 14th natural tones are impure. Precisely because of these 

impure tones, playing pure fast trills on the natural trumpet is particularly difficult. They 

must be realised with the help of the breath and lip tension; the tongue can take care of the 

articulation. 

Few contemporary authors described this matter. Daniel Speer, in describing the Prin-

cipal, mentioned en passant that when it dwells for a long time on the note c, a trill comes out 

beautifully. At first sight, it seems unlikely that Speer meant the c1; after all, for trills on this 

                                                      
16 Bach used both instruments, for example, in Man singet mit Freuden vom Sieg BWV 149. 
17 [Barnickel], in Johann Christoph and Johann David Stößel, Kurz-gefaßtes Musicalisches Lexicicon, 

Chemnitz 1737, p. 406f. 
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4e natural tone (c1), the next natural tone is a major third higher. I In addition to the four re-

quirements for a student trumpeter, E he wrote that trumpeters could play good long trills by 

making their chins tremble, but that this method was obsolete (this last addition was missing 

in the 1687 edition). This seems to mean that Speer refers to the 'goat trill' (tremolo), popular 

around 1600, in which the same tone was repeated quickly (see chapter XIV on Ornamenta-

tion). If that is correct, then a tremolo on the c1 by the Principal player would be a possibility. 

Finally, the beginning trumpet player had to choose between legato (by breath) and staccato 

(by an active tongue); Speer preferred staccato. However, it is quite possible that this was not 

a remark specifically aimed at trillers, but at trumpet playing in general (der Trompeter Ma-

nier). In that case, Speer would not have mentioned more modern trills at all. J Eisel rewrote 

Speer's remarks on trills in a not very enlightening way. He thought that trills on the trumpet 

were out of fashion at all, but it remains unclear whether his next sentence still referred to 

trills. K 

In 1795, the organist Johann Ernst Altenburg, whose father was a trumpet player, 

wrote a reference work on the trumpet and timpani in which he evidently drew on a rich tra-

dition. However, his description of the appoggiatura shows that he was a child of his time: 

such long appoggiaturas were unthinkable around 1725. One should therefore be somewhat 

careful with his remarks. About the trill he wrote that this was the most difficult ornament to 

execute. In one example, it starts on the top second and divides a half-note into thirty-second 

notes. If time allowed, a suffix would be appropriate, according to Altenburg. But in his ex-

ample, the suffix is included in the written note picture. As a result, it is not clear whether 

the suffix was desirable without such an instruction. L 

The revival of the natural trumpet since the twentieth century 
Especially since the 1960s, with the revival of HIP-performances, the use of natural trumpets 

has attracted attention again. The problem with the "false" natural tones was solved by mak-

ing a small hole in the tube in the rear bow. Normally this hole is kept closed with the right 

thumb. By opening the hole, a node is created in the standing sound wave at this location, 

which causes the whole series of natural tones to be a quarter higher. In this way, the desired 

tones can be achieved by means of other, non-'false' natural tones. For example, instead of 

the 'false' eleventh and thirteenth natural tones, the transposed pure eighth and tenth natural 

tones can be played. These instruments with holes are often called "baroque trumpets" nowa-

days. Other baroque trumpets have three or four holes in the second yard, which makes 

chromatic tones even easier to achieve. Moreover, often shorter instruments were (and still 

are) used, which are easier to transport and more suitable for blowers with small hands. 

However, historical trumpets with holes all date from after Bach's death; they were not used 

in Bach's performances, nor were trumpets of half the length. 18 

From the years after 1990 onwards, mainly music from the classical period was per-

formed by the Orchestra of the 18th Century on trumpets without holes and with mouthpieces 

after old examples. Since 2002, the trumpeters of La Petite Bande led by Sigiswald Kuijken 

have also been playing real natural trumpets, as in Bach's Mass in b minor. 19 His first trum-

pet player, Jean-François Madeuf, wrote in 2010 that it had taken him ten years to reach his 

                                                      
18 Graham Nicholson, 'The unnatural trumpet', Early Music 38/2, 2010, p. 193-202. 
19 Sigiswald Kuijken, 'A Bach odyssey', Early Music 38/2, 2010, p. 263-272, on p. 264f. 
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high level, but that his pupils now only need five years. 20 Since then, the number of natural 

trumpet players has grown considerably. In a short article, Madeuf explains the additional 

skills that playing natural trumpets requires, apart from correcting the 'false' tones. The res-

piratory system has to produce a constant airflow through constant tension of the abdominal 

muscles, which causes the lips to vibrate. Because the natural trumpet is twice as long as a 

modern instrument, this airflow must be distributed evenly across all registers of the instru-

ment. Furthermore, not only the lips, but also the tongue, must provide an airflow that al-

lows accurate articulation by means of a certain tension. It must also be taken into account 

that, among other things, the entire mouth cavity must form a resonance space, as is the case 

for singers. All these things are of much less importance on a modern trumpet, and playing it 

is therefore considerably less difficult and exhausting. 

 

Fig. 8. Trumpet mouthpieces. Left: copy of a baroque mouthpiece, middle: modern mouthpiece. 

Source: https://www.schmidt-brass.de/mundstuecke-trompete.htm. 

Right:Cross-sectioned trumpet mouthpieces. a. Germany, 18th century. b. Modern. 

Source: Christopher W. Monk, The Older Brass Instruments, in Anthony Baines (ed.), Musical 

Instruments Through the Ages, Hammondsworth 1961, p. 279. 

 

Finally, the importance of the mouthpiece should be noted. Modern mouthpieces are nar-

rower and deeper than authentic ones. (Fig. 8). Characteristic of old cup-shaped mouthpieces 

is also the sharp edge between the cup (the cavity in which is blown) and the shaft (the nar-

row air passage); in modern mouthpieces this transition is gradual.21 Using such an authentic 

mouthpiece makes the playing less resonant in the low register and lighter in the clarino reg-

ister; the sound is rounder and less powerful, so it blends better with that of other baroque 

instruments. 22 

 

                                                      
20 Jean-François Madeuf, 'The revival of the natural trumpet in the Baroque repertory: utopian or not?', 

Early Music 38/2, 2010, p. 203f. 
21 Don L. Smithers, 'The baroque trumpet after 1721, Some Preliminary Observations', Part One, Early 

Music 05/2, 1977, p. 177-179.  

Some measurements of a mouthpiece by Jacob Steiger, Basel 1578: Diameter and depth of the bowl 24 

and 16 mm respectively, diameter of the bore 9 mm, width of the rim 6.5 mm. D. Altenburg 1973, p. 

333. 
22 Smithers 1973, p. 179; Tarr 1977, p. 8; Nicholson 2010, p. 196, 199. 
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Trumpets and their players in the two main churches in Leipzig 
The best-known brass instrument makers around 1700 were to be found in Nuremberg 

(among them Johann Wilhelm Haas, Friedrich and Johann Leonhardt Ehe, Sebastian and Mi-

chael Hainlein, Johann Jakob Schmidt), but trumpets were also made in Leipzig. The best-

known makers there were Thomas-Türmer Heinrich Pfeiffer and Johann Heinrich Eichen-

topf.23 

 Leipzig was an exception in that, compared to other cities, many trumpets were 

played outside the court. 24 In the two main churches in Leipzig Bach's trumpet parts were 

almost certainly played exclusively by Stadtpfeiffer. Since oboes were always played at the 

same time as the trumpets, the simpler (but not always simple) third trumpet part was prob-

ably played by pupils ('Gesellen') of the trumpeters. The following names of the Stadtpfeiffer 

during Bach's directorship in Leipzig are known. 25 

 

- In 1723 and 1731, Gottfried Reiche, Christian Rother, Johann Cornelius Gentzmer, Jo-

hann Caspar Gleditsch are mentioned as such. 26 

- In 1730 (memorandum) Bach listed Reiche and 'Genßmar' as trumpeters, Rother as 

violinist (Rother had been Kunstgeiger until 1708; then Stadtpfeiffer) and Gleditsch as 

oboist; the Kunstgeiger Johann Gottfried Kornagel is listed as second oboist. 27 

- In 1734 Reiche died; 28 he was not succeeded by his Geselle Johann Ferdinand Bam-

berg, 29 but by Ulrich Heinrich Ruhe 30. 

- In 1737 Johann Friedrich Kirchhoff was appointed as successor to Rother, who had 

died in that year. 31 

- In 1740, accounts show that Gentzmer, Gleditsch, Ruhe and Kirchhoff then formally 

formed the Stadtpfeiffer group. 32 

- Gleditsch died in 1747; he was succeeded by Johann Christian Oschatz, who was Kun-

stgeiger from 1738. In that year he already took an ability test (Probe) as Stadtpfeiffer 

and Kunstgeiger; he was assured that at the next vacancy he would be formally ap-

pointed Stadpfeiffer. 33 That happened in 1747. It could well be that Oschatz had been 

playing the trumpet when necessary since 1738. It is explicitly mentioned that Os-

chatz brought a Geselle with him. 

- Gentzmer died in 1751, Oschatz in 1762, Kirchhoff in 1769 and Ruhe in 1787. 

 

                                                      
23 Herbert Heyde, 'Der Instrumentenbau in Leipzig zur Zeit Johann Sebastian Bachs', in Ulrich Prinz 

(Ed.), 300 Jahre Johann Sebastian Bach. Sein Werk in Handschriften und Dokumenten. Musikinstrumente sei-

ner Zeit. Seine Zeitgenossen, Tutzing 1985, p. 83f.; Prinz 2005, p. 28. 
24 Tarr 1977, p. 81. 
25 Christoph Wolff, Johann Sebastian Bach, The Learned Musician, Oxford / New York 2000, p. 262. 
26 Dokumente GLT VIII/C 2, p. 39; Ibid. VIII/C 62a, p. 82. 
27 Ibid., VIII/C 56, p. 76; BD I, no. 22, p. 61 (comment). 
28 BD II, no. 352, p. 250f. (comment). 
29 BD II, no. 405a, p. 291f (comment). 
30 Dokumente GLT VIII/C 81, p. 95f. 
31 Ibid. 
32 Ibid. 
33 BD II, nr. 426, p. 329 and nrs. 535 - 539, p. 419ff.; Hans-Joachim Schulze, 'Besitzstand und Vermö-

gensverhältnisse von Leipziger Ratsmusikern zur Zeit Johann Sebastian Bachs', Beiträge zur Bachfor-

schung, Heft 4, 1984, p. 33-46, on p. 36. 
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The Stadtpfeiffer had trumpets made available by the city council and the two main churches. 

The bills paid by the churches for the purchase and maintenance of trumpets date from the 

seventeenth century. Two trumpets were purchased in 1664, and Heinrich Pfeiffer delivered 

two new trumpets in 1695 with two additional crooks (i.e. one crook per instrument, proba-

bly for lowering the root tone from C to B flat Chorton). The bills were equally split between 

both churches. 34  In 1701 Bach's predecessor Johann Kuhnau noted on his appointment that 

there were six trumpets in the Thomaskirche, including a smaller instrument that was a minor 

third higher. This may have been Reiches Jägertrompete; this instrument would have been 

pitched aus dem Dis Chorton  (F Kammerton). Because trumpets are not mentioned in the in-

ventory list of the Nikolaikirche, they may have been used in both churches. M That the 

Stadtpfeiffer could have owned trumpets themselves appears from the estates of Gleditsch 

and Oschatz. 35 Reiche is also known to have left a trumpet, an 'old instrument found in the 

city canal'. 36 Reiche must have been a phenomenally good trumpet player, who apparently 

could play all of Bach's clarino parts well. He must also have been able to lower notes by a 

semitone. But lowering the tone by a whole tone must have been unfeasible in virtuoso cla-

rino parts, even for someone like Reiche. 

Trumpet parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig: naming, keys and keys 
As described above, in the seventeenth century trumpet parts were named after the series of 

natural tones they contained. In Bach's time, the lowest parts (with Speer the Flatter-Grob, 

Grob, Faul- and Mittelstimm) were no longer in use in church music. What remained were the 

two clarino parts and a Principal part. Bach often used these three trumpets together, occa-

sionally adding a lower fourth trumpet. Moreover, in these parts he did not limit himself to 

the natural tone series described by Speer; certainly in Leipzig more was expected of the 

players. Usually Bach called the trumpet parts in his cantatas Tromba 1, Tromba 2 and Tromba 

3 (or a variant). But also the names Clarino and Principale occur occasionally, especially in 

parts. 37 Even parts that could only be played on the Tromba da tirarsi (§ 2) were sometimes 

indicated with the name Clarino. 38 That the names Clarino and Tromba did not mean different 

parts and certainly not different instruments becomes clear from the example of the auto-

graph score of the Mass in b minor BWV 232.4: here the terms were used interchangeably, 

sometimes even within one part. 

Bach wrote roughly two types of trumpet parts. Firstly, parts with an often virtuoso 

clarino character, always notated in the key of C, with few notes outside the natural tone se-

ries. These parts (clarino parts) are immediately recognisable by the avoidance of notes out-

side the natural tone series and the often virtuoso sixteenths passages (figs. 9, 14, 15). The two 

highest parts in pieces with three or four trumpets always belong to this first category, but 

also many pieces with one trumpet. 

Parts of the second category also have a number of common characteristics: they are 

always movements with only one trumpet part, less virtuosic, notated at sounding pitch, 

                                                      
34 Schering, "Die Leipziger Ratsmusik von 1650 bis 1775", Archiv für Musikwissenschaften 5, 1921, p. 17-

53, on p. 35. 
35 Schulze 1984, at p. 37 and 43.  
36 Schering 1921, p. 34. 
37 BWV 172.2, 195.3, 232.2, 237, 249.1. 
38 In his first years in Leipzig, Johann Andreas Kuhnau was Bach's chief copyist. In the first weeks of 

Bach's tenure in Leipzig, he often changed the name Tromba (as Bach wrote them in the score) to Cla-

rino (in the parts) on his own. Prinz 2005, p. 37f. 
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with relatively many notes outside the natural tone series, and seldom in keys with flats, 

while almost always a movement of the aforementioned category 1 occurs in the same work. 

When the trumpeter plays a chorale melody colla parte with the vocal soprano, the trumpet 

part almost always belongs to this category (fig. 10). Parts of category 2 will be discussed in § 

2. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Magnificat BWV 243.2/1 (1733), beginning, score, lines Tp1,2,3, pk, Trv1,2, Ob1,2, V1,2, Va.. 

Trumpets and timpani in C Chorton, rest in D Kammerton. Trumpet parts of the first category. 

 

 
Fig. 10. 'Es will uns Gott genädig sein', chorale BWV 76/7, beginning, score, stave Tromba. 

Trumpet part of the second category. 
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Bach's clarino parts are intended for natural trumpets in C Chorton (D Kammerton). 39 In 

Bach's church music, D is a common key for three trumpets and timpani (fig. 9). But also the 

key of C Kammerton is common; the trumpet parts are also notated in C, and the instruments 

therefore had to be provided with crooks. 40 Since the trumpeters could not tell from their 

parts at what pitch their part should sound, this must have been communicated orally, so 

that they could mount a crook if necessary. Only four or five clarino parts notated in C are 

different: they do not sound in D or C, but in B (G/A Chorton): BWV 46/3, 90/5, 5/5, 14/2 

and possibly 24/3. As these parts often occur in works in which a tromba da tirarsi is pre-

scribed, the B trumpet and the parts written for this instrument will be discussed separately 

in § 2. 

Bach's trumpet parts are usually notated in violin keys, but especially the lower-

sounding trumpets 3 and 4 or Principal are sometimes notated in soprano or alto C keys, in 

accordance with German custom. This notation is mainly found in cantatas from Weimar. 41 

In Bach's trumpet parts, sections in which trumpets are silent are indicated by Tacet or 

pause signs. From this one can deduce that the trumpeters generally did not play other in-

struments in these movements. Exceptions may be  

- BWV 21.3: the trumpeters only played in part 11; the surviving parts were written in 

Weimar (BWV 21.1), but reused in Leipzig, where Bach had four trombonists play 

colla parte in movement 9. He wrote separate parts for them. It is obvious that the 

trumpeters also played the trombone parts. 

- BWV 43: the three trumpeters played, according to the preserved trumpet parts, in 

the opening chorus and in the final chorale (and the first trumpeter additionally in 

the aria movement 7). In the final chorale, the first and second trumpeters would play 

colla parte with the soprano, and the third with the alto. As so often, these parts con-

tain notes that are unplayable on the natural trumpet (but not on the tromba da tirarsi; 

moreover, these chorale parts are not notated in C). It is a one-time deployment and 

therefore unlikely that Bach would have used three of these instruments. This led Al-

fred Dürr to suggest that the trumpeters played the violin here. 42 

- BWV 195.3: The trumpet parts of the last version (1748?) have been preserved. For the 

part 'Nach der Copulation' Bach wrote a new chorale, in which he prescribed two corne 

(horns), which are included in the parts for trumpet 1 and 2. 

- BWV 128. The part for the trumpet solo in part 3 is included in the first horn part (fig. 

15). Although the part of the final chorale has no indication of the instrument name, it 

                                                      
39 Ibid., p. 68ff; BWV 11, 29, 34.2, 50, 73, 69.1,2, 110, 120.1,2, 128, 129, 145, 148, 149, 171, 172.2, 175, 181, 

190.1, 191, 195.3, 197.2, 232.4, 243.2, 248.2, 249.3, 1045 (Sinfonia from a lost cantata). 
40 Ibid., BWV 19, 21.3, 31.2, 41, 43, 51, 59, 63, 70, 74, 75, 76, 119, 127, 130.1, 137, 147, 149 (only final cho-

rale), 237.  

The first version of the Magnificat BWV 243a (Christmas 1723) is not in D, but in E (Kammerton). The 

trumpet parts are, as always, notated in C. Alfred Dürr believes that the other instruments here played 

in Tief Kammerton (one and a half tone below Chorton). Alfred Dürr, Kritischer Bericht bij NBA II/3, p. 

34. This would have required oboes in this low tuning. Apparently this was not a great success, be-

cause Bach did not use this key again with trumpets; in a re-performance of the Magnificat he rewrote 

the music to D (fig. 9).  
41 Soprano key: Tromba 3 in BWV 21.3, 43, 50 (copy), 63; Prencipale in BWV 172.1 and Tromba 4 in 

BWV 119. Alto key: Tromba 4 in BWV 63. 
42 Alfred Dürr, KB at NBA I/12, Kassel 1960, p. 236. 
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is logical that here the first horn sounds again, together with the second horn. Possi-

bly this also applies to BWV 24 and 14 (see § 2) 

Trumpet parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig: range, 'false' and 'unplayable' notes 
The parts for the first trumpet in Leipzig often include all natural tones 4-16 (c1 - c3), but often 

also the 3e (g) and the 18e natural tone are required (d3 ; fig. 11a).  

 

  
Fig. 11. O Ewiges Feuer, BWV 34.2/1, score, stave Tromba 1, 

a. m. 56, d3 (e3 Kammerton), b. m. 61-63, fis2. 

 

According to Speer and Mattheson, good trumpet players could even reach f3 (22e natural 

tone). Eisel even mentions c4 (32e natural tone), although this tone would not have sounded 

well. In this respect Bach limited himself to reasonably playable tones. He wrote remarkably 

few sharps and flats in his trumpet parts of the first category. This is in accordance with 

Speer's advice to avoid 'Semitonien'; nevertheless, prefixes do occur; (fig. 11b with f2 ). But 

Bach certainly did not follow Speer's advice to use the trumpet only in pieces with a slow 

tempo (e.g. fig. 12), and to write short phrases in order to be able to breathe often enough 

(e.g. fig. 13).  

 

Fig. 12a/b. Cum sancto Spiritu' BWV 232I /11,  

a. beginning, part Clarino 1: tempo Vivace;  

b. concluding, score, stave Tromba 1, small notes in fairly fast tempo. 

 

 
Fig. 13. 'Auf, auf, mit hellem Schall' BWV 128/3, part Corno 1/Tromba, beginning. 

The clarino player had to play ten bars long (m. 7b - 17a) sixteenths without any possibility of taking a 

breath in between. 
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The range of parts for the second trumpet differs little from those for the first. Although they 

are generally lower, the 15th and 16th natural tones (b2 and c3 are often required (but not the 

17th and 18th). The even lower parts for third trumpet often contain all the natural tones from 

No. 3 to 12; in addition, the 13th and 15th natural tone sometimes occur. 43 Nevertheless the 

parts for the third trumpet were easier to play, especially because chromatic tones like c2, 

d
2, g

2 and b
2 are lacking. 

 Bach apparently tried to avoid the 'false' 7th natural tone that by increasing the lip ten-

sion and breathing pressure could be raised to b-flat1, but this note does occur occasionally 

(fig. 14a). 44 

 

 
Fig. 14. Wachet, betet BWV 70/1, part Tromba,  

a. m. 37-39, with 7th natural tone (b
1), b. m. 74-76, with e2 . 

 

The 14th natural tone, which is one octave higher, occurs as b
2 almost exclusively in parts for 

the first trumpet (fig. 15a). 45 

 

 
Fig. 15. Es erhub sich ein Streit BWV 19/1, part tromba 1, 

a. m. 38-40, with 14th natural tone (b
2), 

b. m 70-81, with 13th (g
2 ) and 15th natural tone (b2 ). 

 

The also ‘false’ 11th natural tone lies between f2 and f2 ; both tones are very common in all 

trumpet parts (figs. 13 and 11b). The 13th natural tone is also 'false' and is between g2 and a2 

in terms of height. As a2 Bach often prescribed it (fig. 15a and b), but as g
2 he tried to avoid it 

(but e.g. not in fig. 15b).46 

 

The tones b1, c2 and d
2 (e2) are not false, but do not occur at all in the natural tones series. 

They could be played by lowering the higher natural tone by a semitone. Bach usually, but 

not always, wrote b1 after c2 (fig. 16a).  

 

                                                      
43 According to Prinz 2005, p. 53: 

   13th natural tone (a2): BWV 243.1/1, 130.1/3, 19/1, 248.2/54, 232.4/IV; 

   15e natural tone (b2): BWV 29/2, 232.2 and 232.4/IV .  
44 Ibid., p. 55. b-flat1 appears only in the parts for Trumpet 1 in BWV 43/7, 51/1, 70/1, 127/4, 171/1, 232 II 

/2, for Trumpet 2 in BWV 43/1 and for Trumpet 3 in BWV 129/1 and 130/3. 
45 Ibid., B

2 appears for trumpet 2 only in BWV 31.1, 43, 172.1 and 190. In parts for trumpet 3 the b
2 is 

completely absent. 
46 Ibid., g

2 occurs for Trumpet 1 in BWV 19/1, 31.1/1, 51/1, 77/1, 90/1 and 128/3, for Trumpet 2 in BWV 

41/1, and for Trumpet 3 not at all. 
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Fig. 16. Herr Gott, dich loben wir BWV 130.1/1, score, staves Tromba 1 and 2,  

a. m. 38, 39, with b1 in both parts as transitional notes. 

b. m. 16, tromba 2 bypasses the b1 and plays g1. 

 

Unlike b1, b2 is an independent natural tone, namely the 15e; it occurs regularly (fig. 16b). 

Bach avoided the c2, but he occasionally prescribed it, both for the first and the second trum-

pet player (fig. 17). 47 Similarly he avoided the d
2 /e2, but not always (fig. 14b). 48 

 

 
Fig. 17. Jesu, nun sei gepreiset BWV 41/1, part Tromba I, m, 142-148, 

with c2. 

 

One could suppose that these tones could be elicited from the trumpet by means of the stop-

ping technique described since 1753 for horns, but this is not likely. 49 On the long trumpet 

the stop technique is physically impossible; on the circular wound hunting trumpet it is theo-

retically possible. It is more likely that, as mentioned above, good clarino players could 

lower notes by a semitone, making the b1, c2 and the e2 feasible. So the tone b1 for example 

was probably not played as an upward driven 7e natural tone, but as a downward driven c2 

(8e natural tone). 50 According to Altenburg the e2 could be allowed as a transit note in the 

key of g. N In Bach's work e2 is indeed repeatedly, but not always, a transitional note, and c2 

is usually an auxiliary note with d2. Bach often bypassed notes that are difficult to play, by 

writing alternative notes, which harmonically did not influence the sound negatively (fig. 

16b). He also did this in fugues, in which the trumpet(s) were given their own entrances: 

here he sometimes changed one or more notes in the theme. 51 The lower notes e1, f1 and a1 

are theoretically playable by lowering the e1, g1 and b
1, but they hardly ever occur in Bach's 

clarino parts. Tones between the third and seventh natural tone that could not be reached by 

lowering a tone by a semitone were not playable in virtuoso clarino parts, and therefore do 

not occur in Bach's parts. 52 This concerns the tones g, a, b, b, c1 , d1 , f1 and g
1 . 

                                                      
47 Ibid., c2 appears for Trumpet 1 in BWV 31.1/2, 41/1 and 43/1, and for Trumpet 2 in BWV 31.1/1 and 2 

and 172/3. The relatively large number of cantatas from Weimar is striking. For BWV 77/5 see § 2. 
48 Ibid., d

2 (e2 ) occurs for Trumpet 1 in BWV 70/1 and 77/5, and for Trumpet 2 in BWV 232I/12. 
49 Ibid., p. 56, n. 149. 
50 Ibid., p. 57. 
51 Ibid., p. 64. For example in BWV 19, 21.1/11, 29/2, 31.1/2, 43, 50, 63/7, 69.1,2, 76, 119/7, 137, 171, 195.3, 

232.4, 243.2/7, 248.2, 249.1-5. 
52 These tones do occur in parts of the second category (§ 2). 
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Trumpet parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig: the number of instruments 
In only two cantatas did Bach prescribe two trumpets, 53 and in two others four trumpets, to-

gether with timpani. 54 These are exceptions: when Bach prescribed trumpets, he almost al-

ways did so for one instrument or for three trumpets with timpani. 55 

As expected, the festive settings with three or four trumpets and timpani were to be 

used mainly for special occasions such as Christmas, New Year, Easter, Ascension, Whitsun 

and the feast of Archangel Michael. Other festive occasions were council meetings and wed-

ding celebrations. Sporadically, other destinations occurred. 56 The mentioned instrumenta-

tion is then usually to be found in an opening choir. The trumpet choir may include obligato, 

alternating and reinforcing episodes for the vocal parts. Sometimes the parts consist mainly 

of accentuating chords, but often they include virtuoso sixteenths runs. Final chorales could 

be enlivened by instrumental interludes with trumpets. 57 The instrumentation with three 

trumpets and timpani occurs only once in recitatives, 58 and twice in arias; 59 the singer was 

always a bass in these cases. Moreover, in four Sinfonias three trumpets and timpani are pre-

scribed. 60 Cantata movements with one clarino trumpet can be distinguished in choruses, 61 

bass recitatives, 62 and arias. 63 The trumpet is usually accompanied by strings. 

Trumpet parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig: trills on the natural trumpet 

Trills always had to be formed with the breath, tongue and lip tension, as described above. 

As already mentioned, pure whole tone trills were possible on the 8th and 96h natural tone; 

correction of impure tones was necessary for trills on the 10th, 11th and 12th natural tone, while 

pure semitone trills were possible on the 15th natural tone, and with correction on the 11th, 

13th and 14th natural tone. Bach wrote all these trills into his trumpet parts. The most common 

trills were those on d2, e2 and f2. The first trumpet player had to play a trill about four times 

as often as the second, the third trumpet player almost never. Trills on the 13th, 14th and 15th 

natural tone were reserved for the first trumpet player. A trill on the 14th natural tone (b
2  oc-

curs only in BWV 195.3/1 (fig. 18). 64 Sometimes trills on successive long notes were used to 

increase the tension (fig. 18). 

 

                                                      
53 Two Trumpets: BWV 59 and 175. 
54 Four trumpets with timpani: BWV 63, 119. 
55 Prinz 2005, p. 62:  

One trumpet: BWV 46, 51, 66, 70.1,2, 75, 76, 77, 90, 103, 126, 127, 128, 145, 147(a), 148, 181. In this list 

only the cantatas with clarino parts are included.  

Three trumpets with timpani: BWV 11, 19, 21.1-3, 29, 31.1,2, 34.2, 41, 43, 50, 69.1,2, 74, 110, 120(a), 129, 

130.1, 137, 149, 171, 172.1-3, 190.2, 191, 195.3, 197.2, 232.4, 237, 243.1,2, 248.4/I, III, VI, 249.3 -5 and 1045. 
56 Epiphany, Trinitatis. Three trumpets are also used in a number of Latin works. 
57 BWV 19, 29, 41, 69.2, 120.1, 130.1, 137, 149, 171, 190.1, 248.2/I.  

The final chorale in BWV 149 is the only one in a different key (C) than the opening chorus (D). The 

reason is unclear; perhaps it has to do with the non-autographic copies of this cantata. 
58 BWV 119/4. 
59 BWV 172.1-3/3 and 130.1/3. 
60 BWV 29/1, 31.1,2/1, 249.3-5/1 and 1045. 
61 BWV 66/1, 70/1, 76/1, 147/1, 148/1 and 181/5. 
62 BWV 70.2/2 and /9 and 127/4. 
63 For soprano BWV 51/1 and /5, for tenor BWV 103/5 and for bass 43/7, 70.2/10, 75/12, 76/5, 128/3, 

145/3, 147/9 and 175/6; in the last-mentioned aria two trumpets are used. 
64 Prinz 2005, p. 60. 
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Fig. 18. Dem Gerechten muß das Licht, BWV 195.2/1, first trumpet part, m. 107-111. 

Chain of trills; trill on b
2 . 

 

Trills on c1 , e1 and g1 , i.e. on the 4th , 5th and 6th natural tone occur in BWV 175/6 (fig. 19) and 

248/8; Speer suggested playing Trillos here (see above), as the next natural tones lie on inter-

vals that are far too large. How Bach's trumpeters played them is not known. 

 

 
Fig. 19. 'Öffnet euch, ihr beiden Ohren' BWV 175/6, second trumpet part, m. 10-12a. 

Trills on e1 and g1. 

 

In Bach's church music in Leipzig, trumpets were played by Stadtpfeiffer; the 

instruments were owned by the churches. It is possible that in Leipzig they 

played not only the long trumpet, but also the circular wound 'hunting trum-

pet'. The instruments were not provided with holes to avoid impure and un-

playable tones. 

Bach wrote trumpet parts in virtuoso clarino style for music in C or D Kam-

merton, but always wrote them down in C, often (but not always) taking into 

account impure natural tones. In general, he used three trumpets with tim-

pani, or just one instrument. Trills were mostly, but not exclusively, placed on 

d2, e2 and f2. 
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2. What is known about the construction, characteristics, players and 

use of the tromba da tirarsi (slide trumpet) in Bach's cantatas in Leip-

zig? 

The history of the slide trumpet 
In Bach's surviving scores and parts, the term Tromba da Tirarsi appears four times. Literally a 

tromba da tirarsi (Zugtrompete) is a ‘pull trumpet’, or slide trumpet, not to be confused with 

the trombone. One particular type of slide trumpet was already mentioned and depicted in 

the fifteenth century (fig. 20a/b). 

 

 
Fig. 20a. Hans Memling, Christ with Singing and Music-making Angels, ca. 1485. 

Altarpiece for the monastery church of the Benedictine abbey Santa María La Real in Nájer. 

Museum voor Schone Kunsten Antwerpen. 

With slide trumpets in the left and right panels.  

 

Such slide trumpets are very similar to long natural trumpets, except that the mouthpiece is 

equipped with a tube with a length of about 55 cm, which was inserted into the first yard 

without a ferrule. The player had to hold the mouthpiece to his mouth with one hand and 

slide the rest of the instrument over the mouthpiece tube with the other (Fig. 20b).  

 

 
Fig. 20b. Idem, left panel, detail.  
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Shifting the whole instrument about one, two or three times about 14 cm on average to let 

the pitch drop or rise by a semitone each time was cumbersome and time-consuming, which 

made it impossible to play virtuoso when using the slide mechanism.65 Slide trumpets were 

therefore the instruments par excellence with which tower guards (Türmer) in Germany 

played slow chorales from their towers. In Leipzig the tower trumpeters were required to 

blow a ‘call’ (Ruf) three times a day (successively from the towers of the Thomaskirche, the Ni-

kolaikirche and the Neue Kirche), followed by three verses of a chorale. This happened at 3:30 

(!), 11:00 and in the evening after the closing of the gates. 66 Hardly any of these slide trum-

pets have survived. The reason for this is probably that, apart from the mouthpiece, it was 

difficult to distinguish them from ordinary long trumpets, and that they were utility instru-

ments without great value. Mouthpieces of trumpets are also rare. 67 The only surviving in-

strument of which it is fairly certain that it is such a slide trumpet was made in 1651 by Hans 

Veit ("Huns Veit macht zu Naam 1651"); it comes from the Wenzelskirche in Naumburg (Fig. 

21). 68 From inventories of 1663 and 1728 it is known that the Wenzelskirche had slide trum-

pets. The mouthpiece appeared to have disappeared after the Second World War; it was later 

reconstructed. Veit's trumpet is said to be in D Chorton (E Kammerton), when the slide is fully 

inserted.69 

 

 
Fig. 21. Slide trumpet in D, Hans Veit, Naumburg, 1651. 

Musikinstrument-Museum Berlin, Staatliches Institut für Musikforschung, No. 639.  

                                                      
65 Horace Monroe Lewis Jr, The Problem of the Tromba Da Tirarsi in the Works of J. S. Bach, LSU Historical 

Dissertations and Theses. 2799, Baton Rouge 1975, p. 24-26.  

https://digitalcommons.lsu.edu/gradschool_disstheses/2799.  
66 Arnold Schering, Die Musikgeschichte Leipzigs III, von 1723-1800, Leipzig 1941, p. 163; Prinz 2005, p. 

73ff. 
67 Prinz 2005, p. 73. 
68 Krickeberg and Rauch 1976, p.144f. 

Herbert Heyde believes that Veit's type of slide trumpet was still Renaissance in character; more mod-

ern instruments had larger bells. Heyde 1985, n. 10 (p. 87). 
69 Prinz 2005, p. 73; Don L. Smithers, 'Die Verwendung der Blechblasinstrumente bei J .S. Bach unter 

besondere Berücksichtigung der Tromba da tirarsi. Kritische Anmerkungen zum gleichnamigen Auf-

satz von Thomas G. MacCracken', BJ 76, 1990, p. 37ff, on p. 38. Smithers mentions as root tone E at a' = 

440 Hz; this corresponds to E Chorton or F Kammerton. According to Terry the tone was somewhere 

between E and E. Terry 1932, p. 31, n. 5. 
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The tromba da tirarsi in German treatises 
The instrument often features in accounts and inventories,70 but is conspicuously absent from 

the German treatises of Bach's time. Christoph Weigel mentioned the instrument in his Stän-

debuch in 1698, but thought it was no longer in use. O A century later Johann Ernst Altenburg 

proved this remark to be incorrect. He reported that the Zugtrompete was used by city musi-

cians (Thürmer und Kunstpfeiffer), that it was built with a slide like the one on the alto trom-

bone (with which all the required tones could be achieved), that chorales were played with it, 

and that the slide could (also) be used to correct impure tones. P The fact that the slide would 

be comparable to that of an alto trombone is remarkable, since it indicates an instrument 

with a double slide. This possibility will be discussed below. Bach's predecessors Sebastian 

Knüpfer, Johann Schelle and Johann Kuhnau also wrote for the slide trumpet in their church 

works. 71 

Slide trumpets and their players in the two main churches in Leipzig 
The churches did not have their own slide trumpets until 1760; these were apparently owned 

by the city musicians. On his death in 1734, first trumpeter Gottfried Reiche left behind a 

Zugtrompete among other things. 72 The inventory lists of instruments in Nikolaikirche that 

Thomas cantor Johann Friedrich Doles found in 1770 and Johann Adam Hiller in 1789 do 

mention two Zug-Trompeten. 73 It is likely that the instrument was played by the Stadtpfeiffer in 

Leipzig. That the slide trumpet was still in use in the second half of the eighteenth century is 

confirmed by Thomas Cantor Johann Friedrich Doles, who in 1769 described auditions of 

two candidate Stadtpfeiffer. One of the candidates was unable to play a concertante Choral on 

the Zugtrompete, while the other could. 74 The tromba da tirarsi seems always to have been 

played by the first trumpeter under Bach's direction in Leipzig. 

The tromba da tirarsi in Bach's scores and parts. 
Bach must have had a good reason for using the slide trumpet. He explicitly prescribed the 

instrument in four cantatas, namely in BWV 46 and 77 (first annual cycle) and 20 and 5 (sec-

ond cycle).75 The relevant scores and parts will now be discussed.  

   

BWV 46 

Only the parts of the cantata Schauet doch und sehet have survived. At the top of the trum-

pet part Bach has handwritten Tromba . ô Corno da Tirarsi (fig. 22a). Apparently the composer 

left the choice between a slide trumpet and a slide horn (Chapter XXXI, § 2) to the player. 

                                                      
70 Prinz 2005, p. 73f. 
71 Heyde 1985, p. 85. 
72 Schering 1921, p. 45. 
73 Dokumente GLT X/C 45, p. 348;  XI/C 4A, p. 529. 
74 Schering 1921, p. 45; see also Dokumente GLT XI/C 14, p. 549. 
75 The horn part of the cantata Meinen Jesum laß ich nicht BWV 124 is also worth mentioning. At an 

unknown later date next to the instrument name Corno is written in red ink Tromba da Tirarsi. Because 

the horn part is written at sounding pitch E, attribution to the corno da tirarsi seems logical. However, 

also from BWV 46 (see above) it had already become clear that Bach probably had no clear preference 

for either instrument when playing along colla parte with the soprano. 
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This suggests that when Bach reinforced the soprano parts, the choice of instrument was not 

primarily dependent on the sound character, as Uwe Wolf also concludes. 76 

- In movement 1 (opening chorus) the trumpeter (or horn player) played colla parte 

with the choir soprano. The part is not transposed to C, but written at the sounding 

pitch d (with one flat; fig. 22a). Notes like a1, g1, b1, and c2 are unusual in clarino 

parts; the g1 was hardly playable on a trumpet in C Kammerton without a slide. The 

choice of a slide trumpet is logical. 

Halfway through the chorus, a choral fugue starts with the indication un poco allegro, 

in which the same notes occur.  

 

 
Fig. 22a. BWV 46/1, part Tromba ô Corno da tirarsi, m. (1-) 30-55a. 

With a1, c , b1, g1. 

 

- Movement 5, however, is an aria with a genuine transposed clarino part in C, sound-

ing in B flat Kammerton (fig. 22b).  
-  

 
Fig. 22b. BWV46/3, part Tromba ô Corno da tirarsi, beginning. 

B Kammerton, Clarino part in C. 

 

On a trumpet in B flat (G-sharp Chorton), a slide would not be necessary; the runs 

would be more difficult to play in tempo even by using the slide than without it. 

Here, but also elsewhere, the instrument name at the top of the part appears to apply 

mainly to movement 1 (unless the slide trumpet would be in B obviously). 

 

- The final chorale is low. The tone f1 was not easy to achieve on a natural trumpet, and 

the a1 and b1 were easier to achieve purity on a slide trumpet. This part has been 

scored again on sounding pitch (g Kammerton; fig. 22c). 

                                                      
76 Uwe Wolf, 'Überlegungen zu den Corno-Stimmen der Choralkantaten Johann Sebastian Bachs', Vom 

Klang der Zeit [...], Wiesbaden 2004, p. 187. 
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Fig. 22c. BWV46/6, part Tromba ô Corno da tirarsi. 

With f1, a1, b1. 

 

BWV 77 

Of the cantata Du sollt Gott, deinen Herren, lieben only a score has survived.  

- No instrumentation is mentioned in it at all, except in the top bar in the opening cho-

rus, presumably by Bach himself: Tromba da tirarsi (fig. 23a1).  

 

 
Fig. 23a1. BWV 77/1, score (staves Tromba da tirarsi, violin 1), m. 1-5. 

 

The part for tromba da tirarsi is a solo part, in which lines from the chorale melody 

Dies sind die heilgen zehn Gebot are played at different pitches. The chorus is written in 

G without key signatures. The trumpet part is notated on sounding pitch. The chorale 

lines are sometimes low, with notes such as d1, f1, a1, the first two of which could 

hardly be realised on a natural trumpet (fig. 23a2).  
 

 
Fig. 23a2. BWV 77/1, score, (staves: as in fig. 23a1), m. 43b-48. 

With d1 and f1. 

 

- In this cantata too there is an aria with solo trumpet (movement 5), but it has much 

less clarino character. The part (indicated Tromba) is notated in the score on sounding 

pitch, in d, without signs, and contains no unplayable notes (fig. 23b), assuming that 

Reiche could lower notes by a semitone. As the part is notated without signs, and yet 

at sounding pitch, one may wonder whether a tromba da tirarsi is meant here: the indi-

cation at the top of the page usually refers only to the first notated part in the part. 

However, clarino parts are normally always notated in C, not in d. The tempo is not 

high either, although there are sixteenths runs in m. 32ff. One reason why Bach may 

have used the slide trumpet here could be that the large number of difficult to play 

notes c#2 were easier to play purely on it. The slide doesn't need to be used much, by 

the way.  
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Fig. 23b. BWV 77/5, score, beginning, 

Two systems with trumpet and continuo. With c2. 

 

- That the slide trumpet also sounded in the final chorale is obvious, as the notes d1 

and f1 would otherwise be almost impossible to play, even though the instrument 

name is not indicated in the score (as is often the case; fig. 23c). 
 

 

 
Fig. 23c. BWV 77/6, score (stave soprano); instrument name missing. 

With f1 and d1 . 

 

BWV 20 

The cantata O Ewigkeit, du Donnerwort is the first chorale cantata that Bach performed in 

1724. He added the words da Tirarsi to the word Tromba on the part for the slide trumpet in 

his own hand (fig. 24a).  

- The opening chorus contains the chorale melody in long note values; the trumpeter 

plays this colla parte with the soprano. As always, the chorale melody is notated at 

sounding pitch, here F Kammerton. The slide trumpet was probably needed because of 

the f1 (fig. 24a).  

 

 
Fig. 24a. BWV 20/1, part Tromba da tirarsi, beginning 

With f1, a1. 

 

- The aria nr. 8 however is a real clarino aria in C chamber tone. For this aria, the slide 

of the tromba da tirarsi provided no added value, and although in this aria a normal 
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tromba is not explicitly prescribed, probably every experienced trumpet player recog-

nised immediately that this was a clarino aria, for which he would use the normal 

trumpet as a matter of course (fig. 24b). 
 

 
Fig. 24b. BWV 20/8, part Tromba da tirarsi, beginning 

Clarinopart in C. 

 

- Movements 7 and 11 are the musically identical final chorales of the first and second 

part of the cantata, for which the same arguments apply as for the opening chorus 

(fig. 24c).  

 

 
Fig. 24c. BWV 20/7 (20/11 ditto), part Tromba da tirarsi. 

With f1, a1. 

 

BWV 5 

The last cantata in which Bach explicitly prescribed a tromba da tirarsi is Wo soll ich fliehen 

hin. Both the score and the parts of this cantata have been preserved; in the score the Tromba 

is the only instrument mentioned (in the aria, movement 5). The part gives more clarity: Bach 

added, as in BWV 20, the indication da Tirarsi in the Tromba part (fig. 25a).  

- Movement 1 is again an opening chorus with the chorale melody in long notes in the 

soprano, which was played colla parte by the slide trumpet player, written down at 

sounding pitch. There are no notes that are difficult to play on the natural trumpet in 

C Kammerton, apart from the unusual a1 in clarino parts (fig. 25a). One could suppose 

that in chorale melodies tones like d1, f1 and g
1 occur so often that Bach used the 

tromba da tirarsi as a matter of course, but then he would not have had to indicate this 

explicitly. That the slide trumpet was needed for movement 5 (see below) seems a 

better explanation. 

 

 
Fig. 25a. BWV 5/1, part Tromba da tirarsi, beginning. Without unplayable notes. 
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- The aria resembles the one in BWV 46: a real clarino part in C, while the other instru-

ments play in B Kammerton. In the score Bach prescribes a Tromba; the name of the 

instrument is not mentioned in the part (fig. 25b). The slide seems to have been neces-

sary only for the otherwise difficult to play low b's in m. 29. 
 

 
Fig. 25b. BWV 5/5, part Tromba da tirarsi, beginning. 

B Kammerton, clarino part notated in C. 

 

- The final chorale (movement 7, fig. 25c) has the same notes as the opening chorus.  

 

 
Fig. 25c. BWV 5/7, part Tromba da tirarsi. 

Without unplayable notes. 

Hypotheses on the extent to which the slide trumpet was used in Bach's church 

music 

The above description of Bach's parts for the tromba da tirarsi shows (except for clarino-arias): 

 

- They are notated at sounding pitches, 

- They are not virtuoso, and often contain chorale melodies, 

- They often contain notes that are difficult to play, that is, notes that cannot be realised 

by lowering the tone by at most a semitone (these are c1, d1, f1 and g
1; this mainly 

concerns d1 and f1). 

- When a trumpet part is prescribed in a cantata, the chorales in the work seem to be 

played along on the slide trumpet. 

 

In other words, these are parts assigned to category 2 in § 1. But besides the parts Bach as-

signed to the tromba da tirarsi, there are many more trumpet parts of the second category. It 

seems illogical that the use of the slide trumpet was limited to the four cantatas in which the 

instrument is explicitly indicated. Why would the instrument not have been used in other 

cantatas with trumpet parts of category 2? After all, trumpeters could recognise these parts 

by the notation at sounding pitch. 77 

                                                      
77 The matter is complicated by the indication corno da tirarsi on the parts of some other cantatas. This 

instrument seems to have had the same function as the tromba da tirarsi, namely playing horn parts of 
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Charles Sanford Terry (1932) assumes that, apart from the mouthpiece, the corno da 

tirarsi was identical to the tromba da tirarsi, and that a slide trumpet was needed in all Bach's 

cantatas with trumpet or horn parts containing tones outside the natural tone series. Terry 

thus arrives at 90 movements in 48 cantatas in which the slide trumpet would have been 

used. 78 

Horace Monroe Lewis takes a closer look at the matter in his 1975 dissertation.79 He 

limited the number of movements in which the slide trumpet was required to those with 

notes outside the natural tone series which could not be realised with a relatively simple cor-

rection; according to Lewis, these are only d1 and f1. In this way he arrived at 31 movements 

in 16 cantatas. 80 He noticed that the parts in his list usually had at most one sharp or flat in 

the margin, and never more than two sharps or flats. He concludes from this (maybe too eas-

ily) that Bach's slide trumpet was probably in C Kammerton (ordinary natural trumpets were 

usually in C Chorton).  

In 1984, Thomas MacCracken defends Terry's theory. 81 He mentions Lewis' work, but 

elaborates on Terry's table. Don L. Smithers contested assumptions in Lewis’ article in 1990. 

Was Bach's slide trumpet of the type built by Veit? The single slide is problematic; perhaps 

Bach used an instrument with a double slide (such as, in Altenburg's description, that of the 

alto trombone (see § 1). Even in works where a slide trumpet is not prescribed, would it be 

necessary to assume that this instrument was really necessary, if Bach had a Reiche at his dis-

posal, which could undoubtedly lower notes by a semitone? Could it be that the slide trum-

pet was only needed after Reiche's death? Could this be the reason for Bach's later additions 

da tirarsi to the standard name Tromba? MacCracken could be right, according to Smithers, 

but has not proven it. Moreover, his article is said to contain many errors.82 In 1994, Mac-

Cracken tried to refute Smithers' objections. 83 

Although a more recent study by Olivier Picon (2010) is primarily devoted to the 

Corno da tirarsi, the Tromba da tirarsi is also discussed in connection with it.84 His 'Diplomarbeit' 

is rather messy, and devoid of any doubt of being right. Nevertheless, his arguments are con-

vincing. He examines all works with horn parts of the second category and assigns them to 

the slide horn. Likewise, he assigns all trumpet parts of the second category to the slide 

trumpet. 85 The latter parts are generally in keys without sharps, and almost always occur 

                                                      
type 2. The tromba da tirarsi (almost) always appears next to trumpet parts in arias or choruses, the 

corno da tirarsi likewise next to horn parts, although the latter almost exclusively concern chorale melo-

dies. For details see § 2 in Chapter XXXI. 
78 Charles Sanford Terry, Bach's Orchestra, London 1932 (OUP), p. 30-36. The table is printed on p. 191-

193. 
79 Lewis 1975. 
80 BWV 5/1,7; 10/1,5,7; 20/1,7,11; 24/3,6; 46/1,3,6; 48/3,7; 67/1/4/7; 70/7,11; 74/8; 76/7,14. Possibly BWV 

147/6 and 10 should be added. Lewis is uncertain about three movements in which the natural horn 

could possibly have been used, namely BWV 24/6, 67/1 and 162/1. Lewis 1975, p. 133f, table 7. 
81 Thomas G. MacCracken, 'Die Verwendung der Blechblasinstrumente bei J.S. Bach unter besondere 

Berücksichtigung der Tromba da tirarsi', BJ 70, 1984, p. 59ff. 
82 Smithers 1990. 
83 Thomas G. MacCracken, 'Nochmals: Die verwendung der Blechblasinstrumente bei J.S. Bach. Erwi-

derung auf Don L Smithers' "Kritische Anmerkungen", BJ 78, 1992, p. 123-130. 
84 Olivier Picon, The Corno da Tirarsi, Diplomarbeit an der Schola Cantorem Basiliensis, 2010. 
85 In Bach's first cantatas in Leipzig, the notation of da-tirarsi parts was not yet standardised. 

Verwijderd: would
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next to clarino parts written in C, in which a slide is (almost) unnecessary.86 They are often 

chorales, in which the notes largely occur in the third octave (between c1 and c2). All these 

parts are slow enough to be played on the slide trumpet. The obligato part in BWV 77/5 for 

example (see above) is slow, and in the faster passages the intervals in which the slide must 

be shifted are never larger than a semitone (insofar as the clarino technique does not provide 

a solution).  

Prinz provides two tables, one with the parts for trumpet and horn scored at sound 

pitch, and then as part of this a table with only the trumpet parts. He does not answer the 

question whether all these parts were played on a slide trumpet. 87 

Bach's use of the slide trumpet in Leipzig 

Several authors believe that trumpet parts of category 2 were only played on the slide trum-

pet when realisation on instruments without slide was not possible. 88 The author of this 

study, however, finds the arguments of Terry, MacCracken and Picon for assigning all trum-

pet parts of category 2 to the slide trumpet convincing: these arguments are simple and clear, 

and provide a logical explanation for the differences between parts of categories 1 and 2.  

Below is a list of parts which, according to this hypothesis, would have been played 

on the tromba da tirarsi, in chronological order (table 2). The * indicates that Bach explicitly 

prescribed the slide trumpet in this cantata. 89 

 
Table 2. Cantatas with parts (probably) intended for Tromba da tirarsi. 

 Parts category 2 Parts category 1 

 Chorales with 

tromba da tirarsi 

Other movements 

with tromba da tirarsi 

Clarino movements 

with natural trumpet 

 Sounding pitch notation Transposing notation in C 

23.1,31)  3 chorus (E), 4 chorus (g)  

First annual cycle 

75 7, 14? 8 Sinfonia (G) 12 aria (C) 

76 7, 14  1 chorus (C), 5 arias (C) 

24 2) 6 3 chorus (g)  

185.2 6 1 aria (f)  

167 5   

147 6, 10  1 chorus (C) 

46 * 6 1 chorus (d, TdT/CdT) 3 aria (B, TdT) 

69.1 6  1 chorus (C; 3 tr.) 

77 * 6 1 chorus (G), 5 arias (d) 

(TdT) 

 

148 6  1 chorus (D) 

48 3) 3, 6  1 chorus (g; chorale in c)  

                                                      
86 Picon 2010, p. 24. 
87 Prinz 2005, p. 80ff and 86f respectively. 
88 For example Adam Carse, Musical Wind Instruments, London 1939, p. 236f. and J. Murray Barbour, 

Trumpets, Horns and Music, East Lansing (MI USA) 1964, p. 69f. Smithers does not refute the argu-

ments, but draws attention to alternative possibilities. 
89 For the corno da tirarsi, such a table is included in Chapter XXXI, § 2. In Prinz' table the cantatas 75, 

148, 127 and 145 are missing. 
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90 5  3 aria (B; TdT?) 

70 7,11  1 chorus, 2&9 recit. , 10 aria (all C) 

243.1  10 terzet (c) 1, 7, 12 (choruses, all E, 3 tr.) 

12 7 6 aria (g)  

Second annual cycle 

20 * 7, 11 1 chorus (F, TdT) 8 aria (C) 

10 7 1 chorus (g), 5 arias (d)  

5 * 7 1 chorus (g) 5 (B, TdT) 

126 6  1 chorus (a) 

127 5 1 chorus (F) 4 recit. (C) 

103 6  5 aria (D) 

74 8  1 chorus (C; 3 tr.) 

Third annual cycle 

137  4 aria (C) 1 chorus (C), 5 chorales (C) (3 tr.) 

110 7  1 chorus (D; 3 tr.) 

43 11?  1 chorus (C) 

19  5 aria (e)  

Fourth annual cycle 

145 7 (5)  5 (3) aria (D) 

Later cantatas 

14 4)   2 aria (B)? 
1) For the performance of BWV 23 in 1723, parts in c that had already been made 

in Köthen (BWV 23.1) were used, supplemented by five parts in c made in Leip-

zig by copyist Kuhnau, including the Clarino part referred to here (to be played 

colla parte with the sopranos), written at sounding pitch. In the early Leipzig pe-

riod, Tromba parts were more often (erroneously) called Clarino by Kuhnau. 

Given the character of the part, it must have been performed on the Tromba da 

tirarsi. Bach decided to perform the cantata in b in 1724 (BWV 23.2). The soprano 

part was then reinforced by a cornetto; the trumpet part was not suitable for that. 

The ‘clarino’-part was, however, usable again for a re-performance in c in 1728-

1731 (BWV 23.3). Whether it was used then is not known with certainty. 
2) Movement 3 possible for trumpet in B. See below under 'Trumpet parts in B'. 
3) The title page of the cantata mentions Corno; the score only mentions Tromba in 

part 1; copyist Kuhnau, as he often does, wrote Clarino on the part. All parts are 

written at sounding pitch, but in the opening chorus the flats are not written at 

the margin. 
4) The clarino part in BWV 14 is titled Corno, but was possibly performed on a 

trumpet in B. See below under 'Trumpet parts in B'.  

 

As a number of parts have been lost, this table shows the minimum number of movements in 

which the slide trumpet might have been used. Based on this table 2, the slide trumpet 

would have been used in 28 cantatas, in 30 chorales and 15 other movements. This is far 

more than is usually assumed; the fact that Terry arrived at higher numbers is a consequence 

of his assumption that corno da tirarsi and tromba da tirarsi were identical. The emphasis is 

clearly on the first two annual cantata cycles; in the second cycle, incidentally, Bach often in-

cluded the slide horn instead of the slide trumpet. 
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Trumpet parts in B 
Bach's parts for tromba da tirarsi show that two of the cantatas in question contain clarino 

arias in B (BWV 46 and 5); the only other aria with a category 1 trumpet part in B-flat is in 

BWV 90. It is possible that this trio of cantatas could be expanded to include BWV 24 and 14. 

Lewis and Picon are convinced that the Clarino part in BWV 24/3 and 6 should actually have 

been intended for a natural horn in F. Kirsten Beißwenger and Uwe Wolf also believe this. 90 

It can be argued that the part in the chorus 'Alles nun, das ihr wollet' is notated at sounding 

pitch; a tirarsi instrument therefore seems logical at first sight. BWV 24 is one of Bach's first 

cantatas in Leipzig; probably the notation convention had not yet been decided upon, and 

the term Clarino was still written as such by the copyist Kuhnau. None of the authors men-

tioned considers interpretation of the trumpet part in the chorus as a real clarino part on a 

trumpet in B flat. The part would be easy to perform on that. 

The horn part in BWV 14 is called Corno par force. In the opening chorus and the final 

chorale the part is written at transposed pitch to a horn in F, but the aria (part 2) is trans-

posed to C, and sounds in B. Apparently a different instrument was meant here; it must 

then have been a clarino trumpet in B. This assumption is confirmed by a notation error in 

the score. As the string parts in m. 54 have ended up on wrong staves, a note was needed 

that the Corno was silent here. However, this note does not read Corno tacet, but Tromba tacet 

(fig. 28). 

 

 
Fig. 28. 'Unsre Stärke heißt zu schwach' BWV 14/2, score, m. 544 -59, both upper staves. 

Erroneously shifted staves horn?, violin 1, violin 2.  

 

The five mentioned parts are notated in C. So there must have been a trumpet in B in Leip-

zig. Possibly two crooks were placed in series on a normal trumpet in D Kammerton. In 1695 

it was still reported that when two trumpets were bought, only one bow was supplied per 

trumpet. 91 But also in that case two crooks must have been available, as all trumpet parts in 

B were written for only one instrument. Mattheson however remarked in 1713 that by using 

crooks the tone could only be lowered by a maximum of one and a half tone. F 

It can also be assumed that it was the slide trumpet used in Leipzig that was in B 

Kammerton. A slide trumpet could of course also be used as a clarino trumpet; the use of the 

slide was then hardly necessary or not at all. Picon thinks that Bach's slide trumpet was in B, 
92 but it is also possible that it was in C. 93 In that case, without a crook, the instrument could 

                                                      
90 Lewis 1975, p. 88ff.; Picon 2010, p. [37]ff.; Kirsten Beißwenger and Uwe Wolf, "Tromba, Tromba da 

tirarsi oder Corno? Zur Clarinostimme der Kantate "Ein ungefärbt Gemüte" BWV 24, BJ 79, 1993,p. 91-

101. 
91 See n. 34. 
92 Picon 2010, p. [26]. 
93 The small trumpet aus dem Dis (Chorton, i.e. F Kammerton) that Kuhnau found in the Nikolaikirche (see 

endnote M) could also have been modified to a slide trumpet with a slide installation. When the slide 
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be more easily used for playing chorales in sharp keys; for flat keys, it could be tuned to B 

with one crook. But this too remains an assumption. 

Contemporary reconstructions of Bach's slide trumpet 
The kind of slide trumpet with a single slide, as described above, had two disadvantages: 

one had to move the heavier body instead of the lighter slide, and the pitch could only be 

lowered by three semitones because of the large distance over which the instrument had to 

be moved. In this context one can also point to the remark of Weigel, who in 1698 stated that 

the trumpets "with a slide" were abolished, "because they [...] did not have the hoped-for ef-

fect". O 

 Altenburg's remark that the slide of the slide trumpet as he knew it was similar to 

that of the alto trombone is puzzling. Therefore, one should consider the possibility that in-

struments with a double slide were also built, although these are not depicted or preserved. 

After all, a double slide only needs to be moved a distance twice as small to lower the root by 

a semitone. 

Robert Vanryne built an instrument based on a long trumpet; he fitted it with a double back-

ward slide (Fig. 26), like the English flat trumpets. However, there are no indications that 

these were ever used in Germany.  

 

 
Fig. 26. Robert Vanryne, slide trumpet with double backward slide. 

Nederlandse Bachvereniging, AllofBach.com. 

 

It is certain that Bach knew the Jägertrompete (Italienische Trompete), because Reiche is de-

picted with it (§ 1). Don L. Smithers suggested in 1990 that the slide of a discant trombone 

could be attached to the mouthpiece of such a trumpet by means of a suitable connecting 

piece. Attempts to do so were successful. The pitch of the root tone was lowered by a fourth. 
94   

                                                      
of an alto trombone was mounted, the root would be lowered by a fourth, changing to C Kammerton. 

Trumpet parts in B flat Kammerton could then be played by mounting one crook. 
94 Smithers 1990, p. 46. According to Gisela and Jozsef Csiba, the double slide is a characteristic of the 

trombone; Gisela and Jozsef Csiba, 'Die Tromba da tirarsi und ihre Folgen', Posaunen und Trompeten, 

Michaelstein 2000, p. 93-103, at p. 99.  On the trombone, however, the slide is an essential part of the 

structure. On the slide trumpet, the double slide is an external addition. 
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Picon describes the reconstruction and perfecting of such instruments; 95 they are commer-

cially available today. 96 As corno da tirarsi, however, they have become more popular than as 

tromba da tirarsi (Fig. 27; for a more detailed description see Chapter XXXI, § 2). 

 

 
Fig. 27. Copy of Reiches Jägertrompete, here used as corno da tirarsi with a horn mouthpiece. 

Source: https://www.facebook.com/eggerinstruments 

 

This seems to be a good place to further investigate Terry's assumption that the slide trumpet 

and the slide horn were essentially identical instruments. After all, the difference between a 

small multi-wound horn and the Jägertrompete was not great.97 Both instruments had pre-

dominantly cylindrical tubes. The instrument in Reiche's painting was not only considered a 

trumpet, but also a horn on several occasions. 98 The instrument described above by Picon 

with a double slide can be used with a trumpet mouthpiece as a slide trumpet, and with a 

horn mouthpiece as a slide horn. Bach's heading of the part of BWV 46 (Tromba . ô Corno da 

Tirarsi) supports the idea that the instruments were interchangeable, as do the different 

names of Corno and Tromba (da tirarsi) in BWV 48, 124 and 14 (see footnotes 2, 3 and 4 in Ta-

ble 2). The fact that parts for the slide trumpet less often have keys with sharps, while this is 

not true for the slide horn, may be a coincidence: the numbers involved are small. 99 Moreo-

ver, any reconstruction of the double slide trumpet is speculative: such instruments are, 

apart from Altenburg's remark, neither described nor existing. Neither can it be proved, 

however, that such instruments were not built and used. A firm conclusion on this matter is 

therefore not possible at the moment. 

 

                                                      
95 Picon 2010, p. [27]ff. 
96 See, for example, https://eggerinstruments.ch. 
97 This instrument has been regarded as the corno da caccia sometimes prescribed by Bach. See D. Alten-

burg 1973, p. 275.  
98 Heyde 1985, p. 85f. 
99 Picon 2010, p. [24]; Dokumente GLT XI/C 4a, 4b, p.528ff. 

In the list of instruments that Cantor Johann Adam Hiller found in 1789, there is no mention of horns 

with a slide, but there is explicit mention of slide trumpets. In the Nikolaikirche there were not only two 

horns in E with two pairs of crooks, but also two Zugtrompeten. In the Thomaskirche there were not 

only two horns in G with three pairs of bows, but also two horns in B and two Zugtrompeten. How-

ever, it is doubtful whether all these instruments were already present in 1723-1726. Moreover, it re-

mains possible that the Zugtrumpete mentioned could have been used as slide horns with a different 

mouthpiece. 

https://www.facebook.com/eggerinstruments
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Although Bach explicitly prescribed a Tromba da Tirarsi (slide trumpet) only 

four times, it is likely that his first trumpet player used this instrument when 

the trumpet part was written down at sounding pitch, and took little account 

of notes that could not be played on the natural trumpet, especially in the oc-

tave between c1 and c2. The slide trumpet seems to have been used only when 

Bach explicitly prescribed trumpet parts in the work concerned. Because the 

whole instrument may have had to be moved around a tube on the mouth-

piece, virtuoso playing was not possible, and the slide trumpet was mainly 

used in chorales and parts with a tempo that was not too fast. In Bach’s sur-

viving church music, 43 such movements can be identified, including 29 cho-

rales. The tromba da tirarsi may also have been used as a clarino trumpet in 

at least three arias in B ; in two of the works in question Bach noted the term 

‘da tirarsi’ on the score or trumpet part. 

 

3. What is known about the construction, characteristics, players and 

use of the timpani in Bach’s cantatas in Leipzig? 

Introduction 
Like trumpets, timpani were constantly used in military settings, especially in the cavalry, 

hence the term Heerpaucken (army-timpani). There are many pictures, produced up to the 

twentieth century, in which the timpanist, on horseback, played his instruments on his left 

and right (Fig. 29), often together with one or more trumpeters.  
 

 
Fig. 29. Trumpeter and timpanist with the dragoons, 1913. 

Nick Woud Collection, www.nickwoud.com/timpani-art-and-prints. 
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It was not until the seventeenth century, with the rise of the musical Baroque, that timpani 

appeared in the churches in Germany. 100 Trumpets and timpani are prescribed in German 

church music at the beginning of the century in works by Heinrich Schütz (1617), Michael 

Praetorius (1619), Michael Altenburg (1623) and others. 101 The lowest trumpets and the tim-

pani usually did not have their own parts: the players were used to playing their parts with-

out sheet music, as in their usual intradas, fanfares and Aufzüge (processions). Praetorius, for 

example, did not make parts for all trumpeters for his motet In dulci jubilo. At the beginning 

of the Principal part (fig. 30) the composer wrote that the parts for Principal, Alter-Bass (an alto 

part) and the two clarinos were written out by him, but that the lower trumpet parts (Volgan 

and Grob) could think up their parts based on the Principal part; after all, they played at a 

fixed pitch, while the note values did not have to deviate from those of the Principal part. 

Praetorius did not mention the timpani here, but in the third part of his Syntagma Musicum, 

in the explanation of the I. Art (first manner) used in this motet, he mentioned the 

Heerpaucker as well as the Volgan, Grob and Fladdergrob. Q   

 

 
 

Fig. 30. Michael Praetorius, Polyhymnia Caduceatrix et Panegyrica, Wolffenbüttel 1619, part number Dec-

imusquarta, no XXXIV, In dulci jubilo, beginning of the Principal oder Quinta part. 

 

                                                      
100 Before that time, a timpano (one kettledrum) was regarded as an instrument of the devil. The ad-

mission of separate trumpet guilds in cities made trumpet and timpani playing in city churches possi-

ble for the first time. Nick Woud, private correspondence 12 July 2021. 
101 Prinz 2005, p. 88 ff. 
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Later that century, for instance with Bach's predecessors Knüpfer and Schelle, the lower 

trumpet and timpani parts were more often written out. 102 In Bach's case the lower trumpet 

parts were completely absent, perhaps because they would have blocked the harmonic flexi-

bility too much. 

Timpani at this time consisted of a copper or brass bowl, a calfskin membrane, an 

iron ring, at least six tuning screws that tensioned the ring and thus the membrane, and a 

(sometimes detached) stand (Fig. 31). German timpani from the entire 17th to the end of the 

19th century were characterised by a vent hole at the bottom of the bowl, on which a bell 

(Schalltrichter, Sound bell) was often inserted or soldered (Fig. 32b, 33). 103 

 

 

 
Fig. 31.  Baroque kettledrums, Germany ca. 1700, with fixed base. 

National Music Museum, University of South Dakota, no. 07448. 

 

Fig. 32a/b. Timpani with sound bells. Anonymous, German, 1731, both Ø 62.5 cm. 

Cité de la Musique / Philharmonie de Paris, no. E.980.2.669-670. 

 

                                                      
102 Prinz 2005, p. 90f. 
103 Harald Buchta, 'Pauke', MGG Sachteil 7, Kassel 1997, column 1513ff, in col. 1517f;  

MIMO, international website of European Musical Instrument Museums, mimo-international.com, 

Percussion, kettle drums, Germany. All seven listed instruments from the first half of the 18th century 

have such bells. Later instruments sometimes have only a vent hole. 
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Fig. 33. Sound bell soldered out of a timpano (kettledrum). 

National Music Museum, University of South Dakota. 

https://wtt.pauken.org/science-the-schalltrichter 

 

This sound bell had the following purpose. In churches and at court, a clear pitch of the tim-

pani sound was important. Timpani were difficult to tune precisely because of an impre-

cisely shaped kettle and varying membrane thicknesses. A sound bell mounted in the bowl 

would provide more resonance because it would vibrate along with the sound. Moreover, 

vibrations would be focused in the sound bell, so that the sound would become clearer and 

the pitch would be more discernible. However, the effect is difficult to perceive nowadays, 

while the shape of the sound bells was very diverse. Possibly the custom of inserting them 

was not very well founded. 104 In the beginning of the seventeenth century, the bowls were 

often semicircular in shape; later, bowls with a parabolic shape were built, and with more 

flat bottoms. 105 

The diameters of surviving sets of early eighteenth-century timpani were in the order 

of 60 cm for the largest and 57.5 cm for the smallest, but smaller timpani were not uncom-

mon either. This is considerably smaller than is usual today. In order to still achieve the re-

quired low frequency, the membranes of the old instruments had to be stretched less tightly, 

resulting in a less clear and darker sound.106 The sticks were mostly made of plum or pear 

wood; occasionally other materials such as ivory were used.107 The heads, which were rarely 

covered with extra material, were disc-shaped from about 1600 onwards, often decorated 

with turnery.  

 

                                                      
104 Richard K. Jones, The Well-Tempered Timpani - In Search of the Missing Fundamental, WEBbook, Lin-

coln (USA), 2011, Chapter Three / The Timpano Bowl / Historical influence, 

https://wtt.pauken.org/chapter-3/the-bowl/historical-perspective;  

Jeremy Montagu, Timpani and Percussion, New Haven and London 2002, p. 80-82. 

According to Nick Woud, the difference with and without a bell is not even noticeable with perfectly 

restored timpani (private correspondence 12 July 2021). 
105 Steven L. Schweizer, Timpani Tone and the Interpretation of Baroque and Classical Music, New York 

2010, p. 63f. 
106 Montagu 2002, p. 80; John Henry van der Meer, Verzeichnis der Europäischen Musikinstrumente im 

Germanischen Nationalmuseum Nürnberg, Band I, Wilhelmshaven 1979, p. 103f; Nick Woud (private cor-

respondence 12 July 2021) 
107 Luuk Nagtegaal; private correspondence 29 September 2021. 

https://wtt.pauken.org/science-the-schalltrichter
https://wtt.pauken.org/chapter-3/the-bowl/historical-perspective
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Fig. 34. Timpani sticks, Germany ca. 1700, both made from a single piece of plum wood. 

Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nürnberg, no. MI 188 A. 

 

Such sticks caused a lot of high overtones, which were perceived as noise, and which often 

did not fit into the sounding chord. Sounding high overtones could be reduced by striking 

the centre of the membrane. 

Timpani in German treatises 
Praetorius was scanty in his description of the timpani: they were, he wrote, made of copper 

shells, covered with calfskin and played with 'Klüpfel'. R Speer gave much more information 

in 1697. S He stated that the leather of the membrane should be only half-tanned, then 

smeared with brandy and garlic (!) for a clear sound and finally dried in the sun or in front of 

a soft fire. He also mentioned that the timpani should be of different sizes. The smallest was 

placed on the left side and tuned in g; the largest was placed on the right side and tuned in c. 

The main skill of a timpanist was to play rolls (Wirbel), especially in cadences at the end of an 

episode. For this he needed supple joints (wrists). Speer's musical example shows that the 

roll was played with one hand on each drum. After the final roll, the timpanist had to give a 

strong stroke on the c-drum. He had to be able to read music and had to have a sheet with 

notes and rests written in the bass clef in front of him. This already shows a different view on 

timpani playing compared to the one in 1619. Speer advised the timpanist to put cords 

through the sticks, with which he could hang the sticks on his wrists or fingers, so that they 

could not accidentally fall. Soft playing should be done at the edge, loud playing in the mid-

dle of the membrane. Quickly alternating between the two timpani could be achieved by 

placing the instruments close together and close to the player. If required, the timpani could 

be muffled with woollen cloths. 

Mattheson had little to add to this in 1713. However, in his case both timpani were 

tuned in C and G1 (Contra-G) respectively, so unlike Speer’s view, the G timpani (the domi-

nant) was the largest. The largest drum was on the right, as Speer wrote, but this time it was 

not the one with the tonic C, but with the dominant G1. Other authors mention or describe c 

and G; possibly Mattheson made a mistake with the absolute pitch. For every six trumpets 

there was one pair of timpani, according to Mattheson. T Majer (1732) only quoted Mattheson 

and Speer, 108 and 'Barnickel' (1737) too only wrote down generalities, incidentally accompa-

nied by many Bible references where timpani are mentioned. 109 A special feature of Majer is 

that he placed the largest drum (in G) on the left. Majer seems to have confused the g-c with 

Speer, and the C-G1 with Mattheson, both his sources, and is thus the only author who (erro-

neously?) placed the largest timpani on the left. U 

                                                      
108 Majer 1732, p. 73f. 
109 {Barnickel] 1737, p. 277f. 
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Eisel (1738), as usual, gave the same information as Speer in his own words. Never-

theless, he added a few observations of his own. For instance, he was the only author of sur-

viving treatises who mentioned the installation of sound bells. Eisel mentioned the usual c 

and G as tunings. Finally, Eisel remarked that instead of using a woollen cloth over the tim-

pani, it would be possible to muffle them by making the heads of the sticks of wool and cov-

ering them with leather or velvet. V 

The last author to be discussed here is Altenburg (1795). He gave many details about 

the history and military applications. However, he did not provide any further details on the 

construction of the timpani (e.g. he was silent on the sound bells), and he devoted few words 

to the application in church music. Noteworthy remarks include the fact that the pitch of the 

timpani was indeed c and G, and not C and G1, and that the largest drum was still on the 

right. The timpani would still often be tuned in Chorton, although Altenburg did not use this 

term. His table with examples of Schlag-Manieren (see footnote) is said to have been bor-

rowed from an anonymous source from 1768. W 

Timpani and their players in the two main churches of Leipzig 
Timpani were not built by one person or firm. The kettles were made by coppersmiths; the 

ring, the mount and the chassis by ironsmiths; the leather membrane by Pergamenters, and 

the sticks by wood turners. Little is known about timpani in the two main churches in Leip-

zig. The churches apparently owned timpani, as evidenced by seventeenth-century church 

accounts for the purchase and maintenance of the instruments. 110 In 1701 Kuhnau also con-

firmed the presence of two timpani, which could be used in both churches. X 

In view of the status of trumpeters and timpanists, the timpanists in Bach's church 

music in Leipzig must be sought in the circle of the Stadtpfeiffer, and then probably especially 

among their pupils (Gesellen). Bach called the position of the timpanist vacant in his Memo-

randum of 1730. He did not mention how it was filled. 111 The versatile Johann Salomon 

Riemer, known from his Riemer-Chronik, played the horn in the Löbl. großen Concert-Gesell-

schafft in 1746, but, as noted in a NB. of the line-up, when 'there was nothing to do on the 

horn' Mr. Riemer could possibly play the viola, trumpet or timpani. 112 Although he was a 

Thomasschüler from 1716 onwards, it seems unlikely that he then usually played the timpani 

in church services.  

Timpani parts in Bach's cantatas in Leipzig 
In his music Bach generally indicated the timpani with the name Tamburi, although in later 

years he also used names like Tympali or Tympane. The timpani were almost exclusively used 

together with three trumpets (in BWV 59 two, in BWV 63 and 119 four), of which the upper 

two parts always had a clarino character. These trumpets were always scored in C and 

sounded in C or D Kammerton. 113 The same applied to the timpani parts. Bach must therefore 

have told the trumpeters and timpanists at some point in time in which key the work was to 

                                                      
110 In 1668 and 1686 two new timpani were purchased. Schering 1921, p. 35. 
111 BD I, no. 22, p. 61, r. 58. 
112 ‘Tabula Musicorum der Löbl. großen Concert-Gesellschafft', Riemer-Chronik, Stadtarchiv Leipzig, 

Leipzig, 1746-1748. See Chapter V, The number of instruments, § 2. 
113 In C: BWV 19, 21.1,3, 31.1,2, 41, 43, 59, 63, 74, 119, 130.1, 137, 149/7, 172.1,3, 237.  

In D: BWV 11, 29, 34, 50, 69.1,2, 120.1,2, 129, 149/1, 171, 172.2, 190.1, 191, 195.3/1 and 5, 197.2, 232.2,4, 

243.2, 248.2, 249.3-5, 1045. 

In E: BWV 243.1 (see § 1). 
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be performed, so that they could retune their instruments if necessary. From the parts, which 

were always written in the bass key, it appears that Bach without exception used two tim-

pani: the smallest in c (tonic) and the largest in G (dominant), i.e. a tuning in fourths G-c. In a 

limited number of cases, however, Bach used the timpani together with two horns, always in 

the key of G. In those cases the timpani were tuned in fifths as d-G.114 There is no reason to 

assume that Bach's timpani were arranged differently from what is described in the eight-

eenth-century treatises: the smallest timpani on the left and the largest on the right. The nota-

tion is G-c or d-G with a bass key and no prefixes in the margin. The idea that Bach used tim-

pani that sounded an octave higher seems to be mere speculation. 115 Some details:  

- The timpani parts contain only the music for the timpani; other movements are usu-

ally marked with tacet. This leads to the conclusion that the player did not usually 

play another instrument in the remaining movements.  

- In the cantatas 149 and 195.3 the final chorale is in a different key than the opening 

chorus. This means that the timpanist had to retune his instruments in between.  

- In Et expecto BWV 232.2/II.9 the timpanist was given a more soloistic role, which in 

this context means: while the trumpets are pausing.  

- Prinz notes that Bach sometimes had notes struck that did not correspond to the bass 

function as tonic or dominant in the harmony. 116 

- In BWV 30.2 and 80.2 the surviving parts for trumpets and timpani were added by 

Wilhelm Friedemann Bach after Bach's death. In BWV 130.1/3 the trumpets and tim-

pani were replaced by strings at a re-performance (in 1735?), perhaps because of 

Reiche's recent death.  

Bach prescribed rolls only six times, and then indicated these with a trill mark (figs. 35 and 

38), sometimes followed by a wavy line (fig. 36). 117 

 

 
Fig. 35. ‘Laß dein Engel mit mir fahren‘ BWV 19/7, Tamburi part, from m. 25. 

Roll on the penultimate note. 

 

 
Fig. 36. O ewiges Feuer BWV 34/1, m. 3-8, score, stave timpani. 

Roll on over-bound note. 

 

                                                      
114 BWV 79, 91, 100 and 195.3/6. In BWV 1, 40, 52, 65, 83, 88, 112, 128, 174, 233, 248.2/IV the t wo horns 

are not accompanied by timpani.  
115 Schweizer 2010, p. 65f. 
116 Prinz 2005, p. 106. Examples: the opening choruses of BWV 79, 41, 129, 137 and 232.4/III , 
117 BWV 19/7, 34.2/1, 43/1, 191/1, 232.2 /5 and 248.2/1. 
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The length of a wave line does not indicate how long the roll was meant to last; the length of 

the notes that are bound over seems a better measure. It is also remarkable that Bach never 

writes rolls on final notes. One might assume, however, that rolls on long final notes were 

standard practice, with a final stroke after the other instruments had stopped playing, as de-

scribed by Speer (see above). Speer's formulation and musical example, however, seem to 

contradict each other: according to this example, the roll would take place before the final 

note, with a strong stroke on the final note. Altenburg, who described the ceremonial-mili-

tary performance practice rather than the ecclesiastical one, did not mention the rolls, apart 

from the table of Schlag-Manieren, but these do not include closing notes. 

The smallest note values in the timpani parts are generally semiquavers. Demisemi-

quavers are rare (figs. 37 and 38). 118 

 

 
Fig. 37. Preise Jerusalem den Herrn BWV 119/1, m. 70-71, score, stave timpani. 

With demisemiquavers. 

 

Many composers expected the timpanist to improvise ornamentation independently on the 

basis of the Schlag-Manieren (stroke ornamentation) noted by Speer and Altenburg. This was 

probably not the case for Bach, as he had already meticulously noted down the ornamenta-

tion in the parts (figs. 36, 38).119 It is therefore likely that improvisation was not desired by the 

composer - perhaps with the exception of the final cadences. 120 

 

 
Fig. 38. Jauchzet, frohlocket BWV 248.2/1, Tamburi part, beginning. 

With Schlagmanieren, demisemiquavers and a long roll. 

 

                                                      
118 BWV 31/1, 110/1, 119/1 (fig. 35) and 7, 172.1-3/3, and 248.2/1. 
119 James Blades and Jeremy Montagu, Early Percussion Instrumentes, London 1976, p. 65f.  
120 Nevertheless, contemporary conductors value a certain inventiveness of the timpanist; they appar-

ently believe that more was expected of the timpanist than playing the prescribed notes (e.g. Luuk 

Nagtegaal, private correspondence, 29 September 2021). 
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Special features of timpani in Bach's time are the sticks with wooden disc 

heads, and the presence of sound bells at the bottom of the instruments; these 

are said to have increased the purity of tone through extra resonance. In com-

bination with usually three trumpets, the two timpani in Bach's church music 

in Leipzig were noted in c and G; they had to be tuned with the tuning screws 

in the required key of C or D (Kammerton). In combination with two horns in 

the key of G they were noted and tuned in d and G. The right drum was appar-

ently always the largest.  

Bach's timpani were probably played by pupils of the Stadtpfeiffer. Presuma-

bly little improvisation was required of the timpanist, as Bach wrote out the 

ornaments in detail. It is unclear whether rolls on the final notes were unde-

sirable or a matter of course. 
 

Rens Bijma, Version 8 November 2022 

With thanks to Ralph Henssen, Henk Buurman (trumpets), Nick Woud and Luuk Nagtegaal (tim-

pani) 

 

 

A Christoph Weigel, Abbildung der Gemein-nützlichen Haupt-Stände, Regensburg 1698, p. 232. 

Es bestehen aber alle Trompeten / ohne die Zierrathen / so auf mancherley Art gemachet wer-

den / aus fünff Stücken / als dem Hauptstück / welches also genennet wird / weil das meinste 

daran gelegen / zweyen Rohren oder Stangen / und zweyen Krumm-Bogen. Doch gleichwol 

sind die Trompeten Arten / nemlich Teutsche / und so genannte Ordinari-Trompeten / Fran-

zösische / so einen Thon höher sind als jene / Englische / welche die Ordinari-Trompeten um 

eine ganze Terz an der Höhe übertreffen. Man findet auch eine Gattung von gewundenen 

Trompeten / und sind die Italienische oder Welsche bey die sechsmalen rund herum gewun-

den […]. 
B Michael Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum II, Wolffenbüttel 1619, p. 33. 

Etliche lassen die Trummeten / gleich einem Posthorn / oder wie eine Schlange zusammen ge-

wunden / fertigen: Die aber am Resonanz den vorigen nicht gleich seyn. 
C Johann Schelle, Salve ortis orientis, in Smithers 1973, p. 149f. 

NB. Der Clarin bey diesem Stück ist auf einer kleinen Italienische Trompete gesetzt, welche 

einen Ton höher [...]. 
D Johann Ernst Altenburg, Versuch einer Anleitung zur heroisch-musikalischen Trompeter- und Pauker-

Kunst, Halle 1795, p. 73ff. 

 Verbesserung der unreinen Klänge 

Derjenige, der mit einem gesunden Gehöre begabt ist, wird bald gewahr, daß gedachte vier 

Klänge, ais1 f2 a2 ais2, wiewol einer mehr oder weniger als der andere, nicht völlig rein sind; 

daher muß man sie auch nothwendig durch einen geschickten Ansatz und eine proportionirte 

Anstrengung zu verbessern suchen, wenn wir anders das Wort kunstreich und kunsterfahren 

mit Recht verdienen wollen. 

[7e toon, ais1/bes1:} 

[…] Nur muß man ihn im Gebrauche, vorzüglich bei langen Noten,  etwas zu erhöhen suchen, 

weil er sonst, in Betracht gegen andere, etwas zu niedrig klingen würde, 

[11e toon, f2: /fis2:] 
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Soll nun dieser seine gehörige Wirkung thun, so muß man ihn als f nothwendig fallen lassen, 

oder erniedrigen; aber als fis suche man ihn aufwärts zu treiben oder zu erhöhen;  

[13e toon, a2:] 

… welches letztere auch beym a zu beobachten ist, indem das ebenfalls um etwas zu niedrig 

klingt. 
E Daniel Speer, Grund-richtiger [...] Unterricht, Ulm2 1697, p. 208f.; 218f. 

 […] Wie viel hat eine Trompet Thon. 

Eine Trompet hat in der Tieffe nicht alle Thon nach der Ordnung / wie andere blasende Instru-

menta, so von Messing gemacht seyn / als wie eine Posaun / sondern nur folgende: 

 
Diese gehen nicht in ihrer Ordnung nacheinander /   Von diesem c. aber gehet der 

Wie sonsten andere Instrumenta, sondern springen   Thon nach der Ordnung in  

bald in der Octav, Quint und Terz.     einer Octav hinauf. 

[… In een zevenstemmig trompet-ensemble spelen de eerste vier spelers slechts de 

hierboven aangeduide vier tonen: C (Flatter-Grob), c (Grob), g (Faul), c (Mittel-Stimm).]  

Die fünffte Stimm heißt Principal, […] / ist eine schöne Stimm / wer sie recht zu tractiren weißt 

/ hebt im g. an / gehet hinauf biß ins c. und endet sich gemeiniglich / wenn viel Trompeten zu-

sammen seyn / im e. […]  

 
Die 6te Stimm heißt man das ander Clarin, […] / wird aber in gemeinem Brauch nur biß ins f. 

oder höchst g. ausser im certiren gebraucht. 

 
Die 7de Stimm ist das 1. Clarin / dieses hebt sich nun vom c. an / und geht von solchem biß in 

die Octav, auch tractirens manche biß ins f. 

 
[Hierna volgen voorbeelden van zo’n zevenstemmig stuk voor een trompettenkoor.] 

p. 218: 

NB. Dieses Instruments der Trompeten / findet man wenig Privat-Personen / so es er-

lernen / Ursach / es erfordert sehr grosse Leibs-Kräfften / so einem Incipienten höchst be-

schwerlich fallen. 

 

Was hat ein Incipient bey erlernung der Trompeten in Acht zu nehmen […]? 

Daß einem das Trompeten blasen desto leichter ankommen möge / soll er sich gleich Anfangs 

angewöhnen / das Mundstuck an der obern Lefftze [= lip]  / auf das allergenaueste / und nicht 

biß zur Nase hinein / oder halben obern Lefftze anzusetzen; dann / weil durch diesen scharf-

fen Ansatz das Lefftzen-Fleisch pflegt außzulauffen / so wird des Mundstucks Kessel / wann 
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der Ansatz so weit drinnen / damit ausgefüllet / und hat die Zunge keinen Raum mehr / ja es 

verhindert / daß der Athem nicht hinein kan / und ob zwar die Leibes-Kräfften noch so vor-

handen / werden doch solche endlichen müde gemacht / weil der Außgang des Athems ver-

stopffet / und seinen Fortgang nicht haben kan / ist also das fürnehmste Stuck beym Trompe-

ten blasen der rechte Ansatz. 

Fürs ander soll auch ein Incipient sich angewöhnen die Backen [= wangen] einzuzie-

hen / und nicht aufzublasen / dann solches stehet nicht allein ungeformt / sondert hindert 

auch / daß der Athem seinen rechten Fortgang nicht gewinnen kan / verursachet dem Men-

schen auch Schmerzen bey den Schläffen [= de slapen] / dannenhero die getreue Trompeter 

ihren Lehrlingen solches / auch wol mit Ohrfeigen abzugewöhnen pflegen. 

Es wird aber ferner zu dieses Instruments rechter Tractirung folgendes erfordert: 1. 

Gesunde Leibs-Kräfften. 2. Starcker / lang haltender Athem. 3. Eine geschwind regende oder 

läuffige Zunge. 4. Ein unverdroßner Fleiß in steter Übung / wodurch der Ansatz überkommen 

und erhalten wird / weil an diesem / wie gedacht worden / das allermeiste gelegen. 5. […] 

 

Was hat ein Componist bey diesem Instrument zu observiren? 

1. Soll er auf dieses Instrument nicht zu hoch / und fast wenig ins 2. Setzen [=vierde octaaf]. 2. 

Soll er sich der Langsamkeit darauf zu setzen bemüssigen. 3. Soll er nicht zu viel Täct Noten 

auf einmahl bringen / sondern stets in Clausuln oder concertirender Harmony mit Pausen / 

zum frischem Athem holen / abwechseln / weil dieses generose Instrument sehr schwer fallet 

im tractiren / und die allzugrosse Höhe / item die langsamen halben Täct-Noten / und die Viel-

heit der Noten auf einmahl nacheinander solches noch schwerer machet. 4. Soll auch ein Com-

ponist auf diesem Instrument der beyden Geschlecht Semitonien zu setzen sich enthalten / doch 

kan man das fis endlichen noch wol erzwingen. 

 

 Hat aber ein Incipient weiter nichts bey tractirung der Trompeten zu beobachten?  

Um der bessern Daurhafftigkeit willen soll sich ein Trompeter um den Leib mit einem breiten 

ledernen Gurt gürten / das gibt wegen deß Athem haltens stattliche Hülff. Verlangt man aber 

den Trompeten-Schall in subtilem Gehör / so gebrauche man sich eines Sertins / das man in 

Hauptstuck stecket / so lautet es um einen Thon höher / und gleichsam / ob man von ferne 

wäre, setzt man aber einen Krumbogen darauf / so kommt der Thon von einem Thon nidriger 

/ nemlich ins b mol, ist auch um etwas leichter im Blasen / dahingegen es mit dem Sertin 

schwerer zu blasen fället. 
F Johann Mattheson, Das neu-eröffnete Orchestre, Hamburg 1713, p. 265f. 

Das allerstärckeste und am weitesten schallende Instrument mag wol die Trompete / Ital. 

Tromba oder Clarino seyn / deswegen es denn auch im weiten Felde und bey Solennitäten / it. 

in Kirchen grossen Gebrauch hat; wiewol solches nicht hindert / daß nicht geübte Meister dis 

Instrument zu solchen douceur bringen solten / daß auch eine  Flute douce oder anderes gelindes 

Instrument mit demselben concertiren und gar vernehmlich gehöret werden mag; allein es wird 

mehr dazur erfordert / denn ein blosser Ansatz. Die Trompete kann zwar 4. Octaven angeben 

/ allein das grosse C. ist nur eine Fladder-Gröbe / darauff folget immediatè das blosse c. und g. 

ferner das eingestrichene c1. e1. g1. und b1. Weiter das c2. allwo erst die Scala angehet mit d2. e2. 

f*2. g2. a2. b2. c3. Und diese 15. sind alle Thone / so die Trompete insgemein haben kan / es sey 

denn / daß die grossen Practici biß aufs f3. hinauff kletterten / und dabey in der Scala f2. *. g2*. 

und h2. mit Mühe herausbrächten.  

[in de druk zijn de tekens * als volgt weergegeven:] 

                             
Wenn man die so genandten Sordinen (welches kleine ausgehölte Hölzgen sind) unten in die 

Trompeten stecket / so klingen sie ganz sanffte / als wenns von weitem gehöret würde / und 

dabey einen Tohn höher / welches im Cammer-Thon e. dur ist / und einen unvergleichlichen 

Effect, sonderlich bey Trauer-Geprängen hat; und das solte alsdenn eigentlich Clarino  heissen / 
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wiewol man dieses Wort generalement von Trompeten im Brauch behält. Es gibt auch unter-

schiedene Mund-Stücke / womit man eine Trompete fast um einen guten halben Tohn niedri-

ger stimmen kann / wenn man solche oben auffsetzet. 
G Joseph Friedrich Bernhard Caspar Majer, Museum Musicum Theoretico-Practicum, Schwäbisch Hall 

1732, p. 40. 
 […] das zwey gestrichene fis aber klingt und spricht reiner als das f. an. 

Wenn man die so genandten Sordinen (welches kleine ausgehölte Hölzlein sind) unten in die 

Trompeten stecket / so klingen sie ganz sanfte / als wenns von weitem gehöret würde / und da-

bey um einen ganzen Ton höher / nemlich: d. fis a. daher wird auch solcher Klang von den 

Welschen genennet Sordina, (da er sonsten Clarino heisset) […] 

[…] Es gibt zerschiedene Mundstücke / womit man eine Trompete um einen halben / ganzen / 

ja bisweilen anderhalb Ton tiefer stimmen kan / wann man einen Krum-Bügel oder Krum-Bo-

gen / und allerhand Gattungen der Setz-Stücke darauf appliciret. 
H Johann Philipp Eisel, Musicus autodidaktikos, Erfurt 1738, p. 87ff. 

[…] Künstler ins g{3], oder c4 hinauf steigen, aber das ist ein schlechtes Quiken, das wenig von 

Anmut bey sich hat.  

[…] Gemeiniglich ist der Trompeten ihr Clavis der gemeine Violinen-Clavis G. doch muß ein 

Trompeter auch die übrigen wissen, weil sie offt vorkommen. 

[…] Die Flatter-Grob, das ist die allertieffste, […] und kan am besten auf einem Quart-Posau-

nen Stück gemachet werden. 
I Speer2 1697, p. 209. 

Die fünffte Stimm heißt Principal, [...] Diese Stimm varirt auch in vorgezeigten Tonis, und 

macht zuweilen im c. aufhaltende einen Triller / der sehr wohl zu hören. 

Prinz 2005, p. 58 reads e., but there is a c. printed, also in the 1687 edition. 
J Speer2 1697, p. 218.  

5. Gute lange Triller / welche mit dem Kien [= de kin] / so man zum Beben oder Zittern ange-

wöhnen muß / gemacht werden / so aber der Zeit fast nicht mehr gebräuchlich. Und weil der 

Trompeter Manier auch zweyerley / in dem theils der Thon mit Schleiffen / (so durch den 

Athem verrichtet wird /) theils aber mit Stossen / (welches die Zunge verrichtet /) tractiren / als 

wird ein jeder / wann er nicht alle beyde Arten machen könte / doch die eine unter bemeldten 

beyden nach seinem Belieben erwehlen / doch ist die stossende Art die beste. 
K Eisel 1738, p. 91 

[…] Andre dargegen machen [Triller nicht mit dem bebenden Kinn, doch] mit der Zungen, 

ohne Bewegung der Lippen. Doch ist zu mercken, daß die Triller nunmehr in die alte Küste 

gekommen, und nicht mehr so üblich sind, als wie vor diesem. Und weil der Trompeter Ma-

nier, die Trompete zu blasen, auch zweyerley ist, […] 
LAltenburg 1795, p. 116f. 

Der Triller, als die bekannteste, aber auch schwerste Manier, ist eigentlich eine schnelle Ab-

wechselung zweyer neben einander liegenden Töne. […] Der Triller hat übrigens jedesmal 

den zunächst über der vorgeschriebenen Note liegenden ganzen oder halben Ton zur soge-

nannten Hülfsnote. Wenn also der Triller auf d steht, wie in dem folgenden Beyspiele 1), so ist 

e der Hülfston. Wo es die Zeit verstattet, beschließt man den Triller mit dem bey 2) bemerkten 

Nachschlage. 
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M Arnold Schering, 'Die alte Chorbibliothek der Thomasschule in Leipzig', in Archiv für Musikwissen-

schaft I, Heft 2, 1919, p. 275-288, on p. 280. 

 [1701:] In der Kirche zu St Thomae: [...] 6 Trompeten, worunter eine kleine aus dem Dis. 

[...] Ferner sind noch vorhanden ein Paar Paucken, so in beyden Kirchen gebrauchet werden. 

This is even explicitly mentioned for the two timpani. 
N Altenburg 1795, p. 105, footnote NB. 

Obgleich Es kein natürlicher Ton der Trompete ist, so kann er doch, in der Tonart G moll, als 

ein Durchgang (Transitus) hingehen. 
O Weigel 1698, p. 235. 

… doch kan man in beeden generibus alle tonos und semitonia auf der Posaune anstoßen / 

weil sie mit zwey Zügen versehen / deren aber die Trompete ermangelt / wiewohl man vor 

sehr vielen Jahren auch einige mit einem Zug verfertiget / weil sie aber den verhofften Effect 

nicht gethan / wieder abgeschafft worden. 
P Altenburg 1795, p. 12. 

Die Zugtrompete, welche gewöhnlich die Thürmer und Kunstpfeiffer zum Abblasen geistliche 

Lieder brauchen, ist fast wie eine kleine Alt Posaune beschaffen, weil sie während dem Blasen 

hin und hergezogen wird, wodurch sie die mangelnden Töne bequem heraus bringen können. 
Q Michael Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum III, Wolffenbüttel 1619 (Praetorius 1619 III), p. 171. 

[…] Die andern als der Volgan, Grob / Fladdergrob und Heerpaucker richten sich allein / nach 

dem der den Principal führet / und können ihr Partey  vor sich selbst wohl finden / also das die 

gar keiner Noten von nöten haben. 

Volgan corresponds to Speers Mittelstimm. 
R Praetorius 1619 II, p. 77. 

Zu dieser unserer Zeit aber heist man Tympanum, die grosse Heerpaucken (Col XXIII-) von 

küpffern Kesseln gemacht / mit Kalbsfällen uberzogen / daruff man mit Klüpffeln schlägt. 

Col XXIII (detail): 

 
S Speer2 1697, p. 219ff. 

Von Heerpaucken. 

Wie sollen diese beschaffen und gestimmt seyn? 

Es soll ein Pauck-Kessel vor dem andern um etwas kleiner seyn / welches in der Weite oder in 

der Tieffe durch den Kupfferschmid kan verrichtet werden; derselben Uberzug in Fellen / soll 

nur halb außgegerbet seyn / so die Riemer wol verstehen; die Felle / damit sie desto heller 

klingen, soll man / wann sie trucken seyn / mit Brandtenwein und Knoblauch schmieren / und 

in der Sonnen / oder sanfftes Feurlein von der ferne wieder abtrücknen / auch solche Felle dar-

nach mit den Schrauben rings umher fein in guter proportion anziehen / und die kleinste Pau-

cke ins g. die gröbste aber ins c. stimmen. 

Was wird zu einem Heerpaucker erfordert?  

Er muß gar gelencke schlenckende Hände haben / dann solches erfordern die Würbel zu ma-

chen / so das vornehmste auf Heerpaucken. Er muß auch die Wissenschafft der Music haben / 

dann ein Music-Stuck recht zu tractiren / muß er gewiese Täct-Noten / wie auch Pausen vor 

sich im Bass Schlüssel haben / wie auch die Melodeyen der Aufzüge der Trompeter gleichsam 

auswendig wissen / damit er nicht zu früh oder spät aufhöre, und muß er jederzeit vor der Fi-

nal-Cadenz einen guten langen Würbel formiren / und hernach / wann die Trompeter alle 

schon aufgehöret / erst den letzten und zwar starcken Streich auf die ins c. gestimmte / und 
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zur rechten Hand ihme stehende Paucke führen; wie folgendes Exempel in Würbeln und an-

dern Schlägen weiset:

 
 

Die Paucken-Schlägel / welche fornen in einer Rädlins Form gedrähet ist / soll er mit einer 

Schnur um die Gelenck der Hände / oder an einem oder zwey Fingern angelegt haben / damit 

ihme im Würbel machen oder sonsten bey andern Schlägen / nicht etwa ein Schlägel entwi-

sche. Und so viel von diesem heroischen / in gelecken Händen bestehende Instrument. 

Will man aber ein Echo darauf tractiren / so schlage man nahe um den Rand gegen die Schrau-

ben Circkelweise fein sachte / doch geschwind herum / darauf alsdann wieder stracks mit 

starcken Würbeln in die Mitte / und mit langsamen starcken Streichen stets aufs c. doch muß 

der Schlägel in der lincken Hand fort für fort behende auf dem g. fortgehen / und solches 

kommt recht heroisch heraus / sonderlich wann es zum Final kommet. Und das die Schlägel in 

den Würbeln fein von einer Paucken auf die andere von sich selbsten springen mögen / so 

stelle man beyde Paucken etwas einwarts gegen einander / so wird solches desto füglicher ge-

schehen können; daß aber die Heerpaucken auch wie die Trompeten im Schall gedämpfft wer-

den / so überzieht  oder überdeckt man die Felle mit wollenem Tuche. 

[…] 
T Mattheson 1713, p. 272f. 

Die heroischen Paucken / Ital. Tympane. Gall. Timbales, sind wol unter den Knöpfel- oder Wir-

bel-Instrumenten die vornehmsten. Sie werden im Felde bey der Cavalerie, in der Kirchen / in 

Opern und sonsten bey Solennitäten  offte gebrauchet. Wenn sie aber bey einer Trauer- Colla-

tion assistiren sollen / so decket man dieselbe mit etwan einem Flor oder Tuch zu / damit sie 

gedämpffet werden / und einen dumpfern Tohn von sich geben. Ein Paar Paucken sind sonst 

unterschiedener Grösse / und machen das Intervallum Diatessaron unter sich ganz just / wenn 

sie wol gestimmet sind; die kleinere Paucke exprimirt den Tohn C. und die grössere das 

Contra-G. sechzehnfüßig / eine Quarte tieffer. Sie dienen zum ordentlichen Fundament, Accom-

pagnement oder Bass der Trompeten / zu deren 6. ein Paar gehöret. […] 
U Prinz 2005, p. 98f.; Majer 1732, p. 74: 

 
V Eisel 1738, p. 67ff. 

[…] Es werden auch nach der heutigen Mode Trichter in die Paucken gemachet, welche in de-

nen Kesseln von dem Schlaggen gleichsam hin und her wancken, und dadurch einen sausen-

den Nachklang verursachen.  
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[…] Die kleinere oder in C gestimmete [Paucke wird gestellet] zur lincken, die grössere aber 

und so den G. hält, zur rechten.  

[…] Will man aber die Paucken […] in ihrem Schalle dämpfen, so darf man nur die Felle mit 

wöllenen Tuche bedecken, in derer Ermangelung aber die Schlägel mit semischen Leder fest 

überziehen, oder: die Köpfe gar von Wolle machen und mit Leder überziehen, oder Flor, […]. 
W Altenburg 1795, p. 127, 129. 

Die größere Pauke wird gewöhnlich G genannt, ob man sie gleich sehr häufig in A &c. stimmt; 

die kleinere aber heißt C, und wird ebenfalls oft einen Ton &c. höher, nemlich in D gestimmt. 

Das G der tiefern Pauke ist das sogenannte große G, und das C der höhern das ungestrichene 

C. Die grössere oder G-Pauke pflegt man bey dem Gebrauche zur Rechten, folglich die klei-

nere zur linken zu stellen. […] 

 
X Schering 1919, p. 280. Kuhnau, 1701: 

 [...] Ferner sind noch vorhanden ein Paar Paucken, so in beyden Kirchen gebrauchet werden. 


